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PREFACE

This  publication  is  a  cooperative  effort  between  the  Norwegian  Water  Resources  and  Energy

Administration  VE),  Statkraft  and  the  University  of  Bergen (CiB).It was  originally  published  in

Norwegian  in  1991  and  has  been  subsequently  revised  and  translated  into  English.  Norwegian

topographical  names  have  been  used  throughout.  It  is based  largely  on  the  results  from  scientific

studies  which  the  Nor\\'egian  parliament  set  as  a  condition  for  granting  the  licence  to  develop  the

Jostedola  watercourse  for  hydropcm·er.

It  is our  aim  that  this  popular  version  of  the  published  scientific  reports  will  give  the  reader  both  an

interest  in  and  an  appreciation  of  the  Norwegian  landscape  in  general  and  Jostedalen  in  particular.

It is difficult  and  time  consuming  to  popularize  scientific  material.  However,  we  hope  that  with  the

help  of  photographs  and  drawings  the  material  will  be  easily  understandable.

A committee  consisting  of  Per  Einar  Faugli.  :\YE.  as  chairman  and  Cecilie  Lund.  Statkraft.  and  Noralf

Rye.  UB.  as  members.  has  been  responsible  for  the  production  and  editing  of  the  Norwegian  book.

Noralf  Rye  was  responsible  for  leading  the  scientific  studies.

Per  Einar  Faugli  and  Noralf  Rye have  been  largely  responsible  for  the  revision  and  updating  of  the

Norwegian  edition  of  1991 to  today's  version.

The  book  has  been  translated  into  English  by  Denese  and  John  Brittain.

Bergen  Oslo.  June  1998.

Per  Einar  Faugli.  Noralf  Rye  and  Cecilie  Lund
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JOSTEDLA-AWATERCOURSE

OF SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC VALUE

M
ore  than  2600  km-' of  Norway's  land  area

( excluding  Svalbard)  is  covered  by

glaciers.  Glaciers  are  large  reservoirs  of

freshwater  and  give  rise  to  many  large  and  small

watercourses.  The  runoff  pattern  in  such

watercourses  is  dominated  by  the  meltwater  from

the  glacial  ice.  The  amount  of  runoff  is

substantial.  as  is  the  transport  of  sand.  gravel  and

rocks  in  meltwater  issuing  from  the  glaciers.  The

Jostedola  is  such  a  watercourse.

In  the  management  of  our  watercourses  we  need

to  consider  everything  from  the  interests  of  the

general  public  to  specific  user  interests  and

conservation.  A ,vatercourse  encompasses  the

whole  water  svstem  which  drains  the  catchment.

This  places  considerable  demands  on  our

knowledge  and  assessment  of  their  impact  as  it  is

important  to  know  the  consequences  before

action  is  taken.

Jostedalen  ( dal=,·alley)  is  more  than  just  wild  and

beautiful  countryside.  Its  resources  have  provided

a  livelihood  for  people  since  time  immemorial.

Hunting  and  farming  have  provided  the  basis  for

communities  close  to  the  Jostedalsbreen

(bre=glacier).

Jostedalsbreen.  with  its--+87km-'. is  the  largest

glacier  ontheEuropean  mainland.  Eleven  glacial

arms  flow  down  from  this  huge  mass  of  ice  to

Jostedalen.  In  addition  there  are  many  small

glaciers  in  cirques  and  on  mountain  sides.

The  best  known  glacier  that  flows  don  into

Jostedalen  is  igardsbreen,  but  Tunsbergc.lals-

breen.  Bergsetbreen.  Fabergstolsbreen.

Lodalsbreen  and  Stegholbreen  are  also  major

glaciers.  Jostedalsbreen  is  considered  a  plateau

glacier.  although  its  hase  is  far  from  smooth.  The

use  of  glacial  radar  has  shown  that  the

topography  is  equally  undulating  under  as

around  the  glacier.  with  deep  incised  valleys

between  ridges  and  summits.

The  glacier  covered  mountains  and  the  deep

valleys  are  areas  of  outstanding  beauty  and  attract

tourists  from  the  whole  world.  The  rin:r.

Jostedola,  is  a  dominating  element  in  this  dynamic

landscape.  Its  many  major  floods.  such  as  in  1979.

have  shown  that  it can  be  a  threat  to  people.

farms  and  property.

The  Jostedola  catchment  has  been  visitedby

scientists  from  all  over  the  world  for  over  250

years.  They  have  come.  and  still  come.  to  study

the  areas  around  the  Jostedalsbreen,  where  the

variation  in  periglacial  environments  is  unusually

large.  Glacial  watercourses  are  interesting  objects

for  teaching  and  study  as  the  natural  processes

are  particularly  active.

Jostedalen  with  Fabergstolsgrandane.

Stegholhreen.  Lodalsbreen.  Fahergstolsbreen.

Krundalen  with  Bergsetbreen  and  Nigardsdalen

with  Nigardsbreen  constitute  a  landscape  area

with  instructive  and  varied  scientific  components.

All together  they  represent  an  area  of  extremely

high  value,  both  in  national  and  international

terms.

In  discussions  concerning  the  use  and

management  of  watercourses  in  Norway.

conservation  and  hydropower  development  have

been  to  the  fore.  \\'hen  an  application  was  made

to  de,·elop  the  Jostedola  watercourse  for

hyc.lropmver.  Statkraft  had.  among  other  things.  to

make  sure  that  a  wide  range  of  scientific  impact

assessment  studies  were  carried  out.  Through

cooperation  between  Statkraft  and  the

environmental  interests  major  conflicts  were

avoided.  The  scientifically  most  interesting  areas.

such  as  igardsbreen  and  faherstolsgranc.lane.

were  thus  protected  from  direct  encroachment.
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The village  of  Gjerdeillthe Jostedalenvalley.
The river Jostedola  has  been  canalized  in several
places  to prevent  flooding.  (Photo:A.Odland)

THE NATURAL  ENVIRONMENT

GEOLOGY AND  LANDSCAPE

T
he  count1.yside  in Jostedalen  is. varied  and
impressive.  The  transition  in  landscape

form  from  the  flat  plateau  areas  in  the

mountains  to  the  narrow  and  steep  valleys  creates

the  strongest  impression.

The  structure  and  composition  of  the  rocks  is

important  for  the  development  of  the  landscape.

The  bedrocks  are  extremely  old  and  belong  to  the

Caledonian  chain.  The  bedrock  in  Stordalen  down

towards  Fabergstolen  and  eastwards  in  Sprong-

dalen  is dominated  by  granites.  Various  kinds  of

gneisses  are  also  common  in  the  catchment.

There  is an  area  of  phyllites  and  mica  schists

around  Vongsen  in  the  eastern  part  of  the  valley.

The  boundary  with  these  rocks  goes  along  the

eastern  side  of  Vigdalen  and  constitutes  the  limit

for  the  overthrust  which  can  be  followed

southwestwards  towards  Gaupne.  The  overthrust

is composed  of  bedrocks  which  were  pushed  into

place  during  the  large  movements  in  the  earth's

crust  in  the  Palaeozoic.

These  massive  upheavals  created  systems  of

fissures.  The  main  valleys  generally  follow  these

lines  of weakness.  Two  main  fissure  systems  are

present  in  the  Jostedalen  area,  one  going  north-

south.  the  other  east-west.  A third.  less

developed,  runs  northeast-southwest.
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Top: The Jostedalsbreen  glacier  with  its outlets
Nigardsbreen  (right)  and  Bergsetbreen  (left).

The even  plateau  on  both  sides  of the Jostedalen

valley  represents  the palaeoic  (ancient)  surface.

(Photo:N.Rye)

Bottom:  The  central  part  of  the Jostedalen  valley

with  Gjerde  in  the foreground.  The glacier

Jostedalsbreen  is in  the  background.
(Photo:  A.  Nesje)

Several  movements  of  the  earth's  crust  have

resulted  in  major  rises  in  land  levels,  thus  giving

new  life  to  erosion  processes.  Old  mountain  areas

become  worn  down,  resulting  in  large,  relatively

flat  areas  near  sea-level.  A new  rise  in  land  levels

in  the  Tertiary  period  changed  these  flat  lowlands

into  a  mountain  plateau,  and  erosional  processes

then  began  again  with  renewed  vigour.  The

original  mountain  plateau.  composed  of  a

relatively  even  surface  with  shallow  wide  valleys.

is  called  the  paleic  (ancient)  surface.  The  narrow

and  deep  valleys  we  see  today  have  been  incised

at  a  later  date.

Traces  of  the  paleic  landscape  can  be  found

especially  in  the  mountain  areas  in  towards

Jostedalsbreen,  as  well  as  in  several  of  the  valleys.

such  as  Vigdalen.

The  ice  ages  of  the  Quaternary  period  (the  last  2-

3  million  years)  dramatically  altered  the  paleic

landscape.  Processes  gained  renewed  power  as  a

result  of  the  Tertiary  land  rise.  Glaciers  and  their

meltwaters  were  a  major  force  in  changing  the

landscape.  Both  the  old  pre-Quaternary  and  the

younger  glacier-eroded  land  forms  are

characteristic  of  the  Jostedola  catchment.  This
contrast  between  the  "old  and  the  new"  makes

the  landscape  especially  interesting.

The  Jostedalen  valley  system  has  been  carved

deeply  out  of  a  mountain  area  which  rises  evenly

towards  the  north/northwest.

The  main  valley  and  the  tributary  valleys  in  the

catchment  area  bear  the  marks  of  intense  glacial

erosion.  Looking  along  the  length  of  the  valleys,

the  topography  alternates  between  barriers,

where  the  rivers  flow  over  waterfalls  or  rapids,

and  basins  or  troughs  filled  with  either  water  or

loose  material.  This  gives  the  longitudinal  profile

a  stair-case  appearance.

The  cross-section  profiles  indicate  a  transition

from  the  open  U-shaped  valley  with  a  flat valley

bottom  and  steep  sides  to  deeply  eroded,  narrow

and  canyon  like  areas.

Hanging  valleys  opening  out  into  the  main  valley

high  up  on  the  sides  of  the  main  valley  are

another  indication  of  glacial  erosion.  This

phenomenon  can  be  explained  by  the  fact  that

glacial  erosion  was  always  more  intense  in  the

larger  depressions.  thus  leaving  the  smaller  side

valleys  behind.  Geisdalen  and  Vanndalen  are

good  examples  of  hanging  valleys  and  Jostedalen

itself,  together  with  its  extension  into

Gaupnefjorden,  "hangs"  several  hundred  metres

above  Lustrafjorden.

The  transition  zone  between  the  hanging  valleys

and  the  main  valley  is usually  extremely  steep,

often  characterised  by  almost  perpendicular  rock

walls.  The  rivers  flow  over  waterfalls  or  in  deep

gorges  in  these  areas  and  most  of  the  tributaries,

such  as  Geisdola.  Vanndola.  Vigdola  and

Fagredola.  flow  into  Jostedola  in  this  way.

creating  several  impressive  waterfalls.

In  many  places  in  the  Jostedal  area  one  can  see

cirque  valleys.  which  are  usually  short  valleys

ending  in  a  round  depression  often  filled  with  a

small  lake.  Cirques  look  like  the  seat  and  back  of

an  enormous  chair  carved  out  of  a  tree  trunk!  The

cirques  have  been  gouged  out  by  the  small

glaciers  that  developed  in  such  depressions  and

Krundalen.  Nigardsdalen  and  Vanndalen  are  all

typical  cirque  valleys.

The  canyons  and  clefts  are  also  important  relics

from  the  erosion  caused  by  the  various  ice  ages.

They  were  created  first  and  foremost  by  the

tremendous  amounts  of  melt  water  from  the

glaciers.  The  dramatic  and  impressive  canyon

called  Haukasgjelet  was  largely  gouged  out  by

meltwater  while  the  area  was  still  covered  with

ice.  During  later  flood  periods.  Jostedola  has  also

been  responsible  for  the  way  the  canyon  looks

today.
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The rarine.  Haukåsgjelet.  in  the Jostedalen  valley.
During the flood  in  1979.  the  water reached  tbe
middleofthe  watergauge.(Photo: PE.Faugli)

THE  WATERCOURSE
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Jostedola's  catchment  covers  an  area  of  804  km"'.
The  differences  in  altitude  are  dramatic  and  there

is considerable  diversity  in  natural  characteristics.

Most  of  the  catchment  is located  at  high  altitudes.

70%being  over  800  rn a.s.l.  and  only  3.5%

belo\\·  300  m  a.s.l.  In  addition  the  Jostedola  is a

glacial  watercourse,  with  29%of  its drainage  area

covered  by  glaciers.

•
.- 5st

The  glacial  area  lies  at  a  high  altitude  and  is also

continuous.  This  has  undoubtedly  contributed  to

its exposed  position  in  relation  to  the  majority  of

the  depressions  tracking  in  from  a  westerly

direction.  Abundant  winter  precipitation  in  the

form  of  snow  and  low  summer  temperatures  are

also  ideal  conditions  for  glacier  formation.

Jostedalen  itself  enjoys  an  inland  climate.  but  the
valley  is  so  close  to  the  glacier  that  it cannot  help

but  be  influenced  by  the  special  conditions

prevailing  on  and  near  a  glacier.  The  cold  winds

bloving  down  from  the  glacier  are  something  that

everyone  notices.  They  are  particularly  noticeable

in  the  upper  parts  of  the  valley  where  at  times

they  have  a  marked  influence  on  the  temperature

regime  in  the  valley  bottom.  The  amount  of

precipitation  in  the  autumn  and  winter  is

significantly  higher  than  in  areas  to  the  east.

which  lie  more  in  the  rain  shadow.

The  watercourse  rises  in  the  mountains  adjacent

to Jostedalsbreen  and  runs  into  Sognefjorden  at

Gaupne.

To  the  west  the  edge  of  the  catchment  generally

follows  the  central  parts  of Jostedalsbreen  up

towards  Lodalskapa  (2083  m  a.s.l.)  and  the  other

peaks  in  the  Breheimen.  In  the  east  and  south-

east  the  catchment  is limited  by  the  mountains

above  Morkrisdalen.

Discharge  in  the  watercourse  is strongly  affected

by  the  glaciers.  During  the  winter,  conditions  are

similar  to  other  high  level  catchments  in  which

the  precipitation  lies  as  snow.  In  the  spring  and

early  summer  the  discharge  is largely  a  function

of  the  snowmelt  and  the  glaciers  have  little

influence.  However,  when  the  winter's  snow  has

melted  the  glaciers  continue  to  melt.  causing  high

discharge  throughout  the  summer.  During  fine.

warm  weather  there  is considerable  glacial

meltwater.  Heavy  rain  can  also  give  rise  to

increased  discharge.  By  the  autumn  the  glaciers

have  more  or  less  stopped  melting  and  the

increased  frequency  of  rain  lessens  the

importance  of  glaciers  for  total  discharge.

Discharge  can  also  vary  considerably  throughout

the  day  and  night  on  account  of  the  difference

between  day  and  night  temperatures.  which  in

turn  affect  the  amount  of  glacial  meltwater.  When

a  period  of  high  glacial  meltwater  discharge

coincides  with  heavy  rain  floods  result.  The  river

forms  the  landscape  by  eroding  the  channel  and

transporting  loose  material,  which  is deposited

further  down  the  river.
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In  the  case  of  glacial  rivers  such  as  the  Jostedola

most  of  the  transported  material  does  not  arise

from  active  processes  in  and  along  the  river,  but

from  erosion  under  the  glaciers.  The  glacial  ice

moves  downwards  under  considerable  pressure.

scouring  the  rock  underneath.  Therefore.  large

amounts  of  stone.  gra,·el.  sand.  silt  and  clay  are

continuously  transported  out  from  the  glacial

front  in  the  meltwater.  Thus.  the  transport  of

suspended  material  is much  higher  in  glacial

rivers.  Measurements  in  the  lower  parts  of

Jostedola  show  that  between  70.000  and  150.000

metric  tons  are  transported  annually.

• •
ti

I

•  I

Mean  monthly  values  of the  waterflowin  the
Jostedolariverat J1yklemyr.  (Meter  '/Sec)

Small  lakes  which  have  come  to  light  after  the

glaciers  have  retreated  are  now  being  filled  by
sediment.  Nigardsvatn  (vatn=lake)  is  an  example

of  this.  The  sandur  (gravel  fan)  at  Fabergstolen

(called  Fåbergstolsgrandane  in  Norwegian)  is  a

result  of  such  transport  from  the  glaciers  and

gives  a  good  idea  of  the  dimensions  of  such

natural  processes.  However.  considerable  material

has  also  been  transported  out  into  the  fjord  at

Gaupne  where  a  large  delta  has  been  built  up.

Eye-witnesses  have  recalled  that  the  fjord  was

coloured  white  by  glacial  material  beyond

Marifjora  during  the  major  flood  of  1979.

The  transport  of  such  material  takes  place  in  two

ways:  the  larger  particles  roll.  bounce  and  slide

along  the  river  bottom,  while  the  fine  material  is

carried  in  suspension.  It is especially  this  fine

sand,  silt  and  clay  which  is most  obvious  in  a

glacial  watercourse.  The  particles  bend  the  light

in  a  particular  way  and  produce  the  grey-green

colour  which  characterises  the  river  water  and

much  of  the  fjord.

The  flood  in  1979.  which  was  the  largest  in  the

Jostedal  watercourse  this  century.  caused  major

damage.  The  flood  was  short.  but  very  intense.

At Myklemyr  the  river  rose  almost  5  m  in  the

space  of  16 hours.  The  flood  was  caused  by

unusually  heavy  rain.  Glacial  melting  was  not

extreme.  although  it did  contribute  a  significant

part  of  the  discharge.  The  tributaries  had  the

greatest  relative  increase  in  level  and  damage

there  was  greater  than  along  the  main  river.
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THE  ANIMAL  LIFE
r }f  •

Most  people  walking  alongside  the  river  would  be

surprised  to  learn  that  there  is abundant  animal

life  under  the  surface,  even  in  a  cold  glacial  river

with  a  high  sediment  load.  In  freshwater  we

usually  distinguish  between  benthos,  which  live

on  the  bottom,  and  plankton.  \\·hich  float  freely  in

the  water.  Both  these  groups  have  important
functions  in  the  river  ecosvstem.

C.

Several  insect  groups  have  managed  to  adapt  to

an  aquatic  life.  The  immature  stages  usually  occur

in  water.  although  certain  insects  live  all  their  life

in  water.  In  the  Jostedal  watercourse  larvae  of

non-biting  midges  (chironomids)  are  the

dominant  group.  The  adults  resemble  mosquitoes.

but  they  do  not  suck  blood!  Swarms  of  them  can

often  be  seen  above  the  water  surface.  Midges  are

important  food  for  fish  and  up  to  16.000  perm
have  been  recorded  in  the  Jostedola.

A good  cover  of  plants  stabilizes  the  river

channels  and  prevents  erosion.  Under  such

conditions  the  benthos  is richer  and  more  diverse

than  in  the  rivers  nearer  the  glaciers.  Near

Fabergstolsgrandane  the  river  channels  change

frequently,  and  such  unstable  conditions  do  not

favour  a  rich  and  varied  benthos.

The  large  quantities  of  glacial  silt  are  detrimental

for  many  invertebrates.Fr example.  the
caddisflies  which  spin  a  net  for  capturing  their

food  are  negatively  affected.  The  sediment  also

fills in  the  spaces  in  the  bottom  where  many  of

these  animals  live.  However,  some  animals  have

specialized  themselves  for  living  in  glacial  rivers.

These  are  animals  which  would  not  have  survived

the  competition  in  more  nutrient-rich

surroundings.

The  present-day  river  fauna  is the  result  of

successions  that  have  occurred  since  the  ice

retreated  10.000  years  ago.  Pioneer  species

colonize  the  new  locality  immediately.  Other

species  may  take  several  thousand  years.

Successions  are  affected  by  changes  in  the

chemical  and  physical  environment.  These  may

be  natural,  such  as  changes  in  climate,  or  man-

made  such  as  pollution  or  river  regulation.  In

later  years  human  activities  have  guided  many  of

Freshwater  insects.  Top:Mayfly (Baetis  rhodani)  and

bottom:  Caddisfly  (Rhyacophila  nubila).

(Photos:A.Fjellheim)

the  changes  in  the  fauna.  The  periglacial  areas

can  provide  useful  information  on  the  first

species  which  colonized  after  the  ice  retreated

and  the  processes  which  affected  this  early  fauna.

After  the  ice  retreated  freshwater  fish  migrated  up

the  rivers.  Brown  trout  is the  most  widespread  of

these  species  and  today  it also  occurs  up  in  the

mountains.  There  are  two  forms,  migratory  sea

trout  and  the  non-migratory  brown  trout.

Biologically  they  are  the  same  species.  Sea  trout

were  the  original  form  which  colonized  the  rivers

along  the  coast.  Populations  of  non-migratory

trout  subsequently  developed  in  lakes  and  rivers.

In  cases  where  there  were  natural  barriers  which

prevented  further  progress.  the  fish  have  been

spread  with  man's  help.

The  Atlantic  salmon  colonized  in  the  same  way.

In  contrast  to  trout.  almost  all  the  salmon

populations  are  migratory.  i.e.  they  migrate  down

into  the  sea  after  smoltification.  returning  to  the

river  to  spawn.  Salmon  are  therefore  typical  of  the

lower  reaches  of  Norwegian  rivers.  In  the

Jostedola.  the  fish  smoltify,  that  is they  are  ready

to  migrate  down  to  the  sea.  when  they  are  four  to

five  years  old.  compared  to  the  more  normal
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three  years.  This  is because  the  river  waters  are  so

cold.

Most  of  the  lakes  in  the  area  have  small

populations  of  non-migratory  brown  trout.  No

juveniles  have  been  recorded,  indicating  that  the

trout  have  been  stocked.Ifthese  populations  are
tosurvive,  stocking  must  be  continued.

The  distribution  of  salmon  and  trout  in  the

Jostedola  is a  good  example  of  the  important  role

of  both  man  and  of  nature.  In  1957 a  waterfall  at

Langoyane. 13km  from  the  sea,  was  changed  to
allow  upward  migration  a  further  11 km.

However.  in  the  following  year  an  avalanche.,  at

Haukasgjelet  14 km  from  the  sea,  created  a

waterfall  which  prevented  further  upward

migration  of  salmon  and  sea  trout!

The  bird  life  in  the  area  changes  from  the

seashore  up  to  the  bare  mountain  tops  in  the

vicinity  of  the  glaciers.  Although  considerable

effort  has  been  put  into  recording.  we  do  not  yet

have  a complete  overview  of  the  bird  fauna  in

this  magnificent  area.  So far  92  species  have  been

recorded.  most  of  them  during  the  breeding

season.  Many  rare  guests  may  arrive  during  the

migration  periods  in  spring  and  autumn  from  far

afield.

Certain  species  live  in Jostedalen  throughout  the

year.  but  most  species  are  migratory.  spending  the
spring  and  summer  in  Norway  and  seeking

warmer  climes  in  the  cold  and  dark  N01wegian

winter.  Some  migrate  long  distances.  such  as  the

swallows.  which  come  from  the  tropical  parts  of

Africa.

.\Iany  species  have  a  shorter  migratory  route.

spending  the  winter  in  other  parts  of  Europe.  In

mild  winters  with  little  snow  they  may  remain

here.  Some  birds  move  southwards  over  short

distances,  while  new  individuals  come  from  the

north.  Therefore.  "·e  can  be  led  to  believe  that

such  birds  are  permanent  residents.  although  they

are  in  fact  migratory.

The  bird  fauna  in  a  particular  area  is not  static.

Changes  over  the  year  are  the  rule  rather  than  the

exception.  and  over  time  there  will  be  changes  in

the  fauna.  either  as  a  result  of  natural  processes

or  as  a  result  of  man's  activities.

Each  environment  has  its  characteristic  bird  fauna.

In  the  same  way  that  the  different  seasons  set

limits  for  the  birds.  the  various  environments  in

Jostedalen  provide  different  possibilities  for

survival  and  reproduction.

There  are  few  proper  wetlands  in Jostedalen.  As
is  the  case  with  most  watercourses  in  western

I\01way.  \\·aterfalls  and  rapids  are  common.  In

such  low  productive  areas  there  are  few  bird

species  that  are  directly  associated  with  water.

However,  a  characteristic  species  is the

Norwegian  national  bird.  the  dipper.  which  is

present  throughout  the  year.  Otherwise.  there  is

the  common  sandpiper.  Norway's  most  common

wader,  which  occurs  from  the  beginning  of  May

until  the  end  of  August.  During  the  winter  this

species  is to  be  found  in  west  Africa.  There  are

few  ducks  and  other  waders,  although  there  are

exceptions.  For  example.  mallards  are  found  at

Myklemyr  and  Fåbergstolsgrandane.  Redshank

and  lapwing  also  occur  sporadically.

Golden  eagles,  rough-legged  buzzard.  goshauk,

merlin  and  kestrel  have  good  opportunities  for

breeding  and  they  can  be  seen  now  and  again.

With  its  isolated  and  tough  mountains.  the

Jostedal  area  is also  home  to  larger  animals.  Large

game.  such  as  bro\\·n  bear.  elk.  red  deer.  roe  deer

and  reindeer  have  been  recorded.  These  animals

generally  occupy  the  same  areas  in  summer  and

\\·inter.  although  they  do  have  their  migratory

routes  in  places  where  the  terrain  is  especially

difficult.  necessitating  their  following  a  particular

route .

The  elk  wander  around  the  area  in  summer  and

winter.  There  are  potentially  good  biotopes  for

bears  and  there  are  many  reports.  both  old  and

new.  which  sho\\·  that  they  are  in  the  area.

Fabergstolsgrandane  is  a  valuable  summer  grazing

area  for  red  deer.

Among  the  smaller  mammals  red  fox.  pine

marten.  mink.  \\·easel.  stoat.  red  squirrel  and

Arctic  hare  have  been  recorded.
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Top:Autumn  at  Fåbergstølen.(Photo:  A.  Håland)

Left: Bird's foot  trefoil.  (Photo:  PA.  Aarrestad)

Bottom:  Cotton  grass.  (Photo:  PA.  Aarrestad)
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THE  VEGETATION

Although  situated  in  the  vicinity  of  glaciers.

Jostedalen  has  a  surprisingly  rich  flora.  430

vascular  plants,  quite  a  high  number,  have  been

recorded  so  far.  Several  of  the  species  are

relatively  rare.  as  are  some  of  the  plant

communities.

The  glaciers  create  many  changes  in  the

landscape.  including  new  areas  for  colonization

as  they  retreat.  Such  areas  provide  a  haven  for

species  that  are  poor  competitors.  They  need

plenty  of  light  and  tolerate  hardly  any  shade  from

other  plants.

Deciduous  forests  dominate  in Jostedalen,

especially  grey  alder  and  birch.  There  is  little  pine
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forest.  apart  from  the  lower  parts  of  Vigdalen  and

the  central  parts  of Jostedalen  between  Gjerde

and  Nigard.  Stands  of  aspen  are  fairly  common  on

poor  soils  on  the  valley  sides.  such  as  in

Vetlestolsdalen  and  Sprongclalen.  The  lower

storey  vegetation  in  the  aspen  forest  is often

relatively  low  in  stature.  but  species  rich.  with

heathers.  grasses  and  low  herbs.  The  grey  alder

woodland  is less  widely  distributed  than  the  birch

forests.  In  the  steep  valley  sides  in  Vigdalen.  the

grey  alder  forest  goes  up  to  700-800  m  a.s.I.  In

the  sunny  valley  sides  lowermost  in Jostedalen.

there  are  small  areas  of  hazel  and  elm  forest.

In  the  steep  valley  sides.  where  there  are  heavy

snowfalls  and  a\·alanches.  there  are  often  rich

stands  of  dwarf  "'·illow  or  grassy  areas  without

trees  and  bushes.  The  largest  bogs  are  located  in

the  flat part  of  the  lower  Vigdal  valley.  Abm·e  the

tree-line  the  vegetation  is scanty.  clue  to  the  thin

soil  and  hard  rocks.  Bilberry  heaths  are

widespread  and  can  be  found  over  1200  m  a.s.l.

Grasses  are  dominant  around  the  summer  farms

where  there  is considerable  grazing  pressure.  On

Nigardsbreen.  (Photo:PE.Faugli.1993)

the  wind  blown  ridges  mountain  crowberry  is  the

most  common  species.  In  the  steeper  slopes

where  there  is plenty  of  moisture  willow  thickets

are  common.  Alpine  lady-fem  is a  dominant

species.  although  high  herbs  such  as  monk's  hood

and  blue  sow-thistle  occur  in  many  places.  Snow-

bed  vegetation  becomes  more  common  as  one

gets  higher  up.  Grass  snow-beds  with  sweet

vernal  grass.  mat  grass  and  stiff sedge  occur

frequently.  Black  bearberry.  louiseleuria,  stiff

sedge  and  three-leaved  rush  occur  on  wind-

blown  ridges.

The  tree-line  falls  as  one  moves  up  the  valley  and

nearer  the  glacier.  The  glacier  is also  a  limiting

factor  for  the  distribution  of  warm  loving  plants.

However.  the  abundance  of  such  species  in

certain  areas  shows  the  extent  of  the  variation  in

local  climate  in  the  valley.
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FROM THE ICE AGE
TO THE PRESENT DAY
- CHANGES  IN  THE LANDSCAPE

THROUGHOUT  A 10,000 YEAR PERIOD

T
he  natural  conditions  we  can  observe  in

Norway  today  are,  with  the  exception  of

the  larger  landscape  features,  mainly  the

result  of  the  development  which  has  been  in

progress  since  the  end  of  the  last  Ice  Age  about

10,000  years  ago.  This  has  been  a  continuous

process.  determined  by  changing  climatic

conditions,  geological  processes.  im·asion  of  new

species  and  in  the  later  period  influenced  by

man's  activities.

Nature  is always  in  a  state  of  change.  which  to  a

certain  extent  is causedbyhuman  intervention.

On  a  yearly  basis  we  may  hardly  observe  any

change.  but  seen  from  a  ten  year  perspective

significant  changes  may  be  noticeable.  Looking  at

photographs  which  are  100 years  old,  we  can

often  see  that  the  landscape  has  changed  its

character  significantly.

KNOWLEDGE  OF PAST CONDITIONS

The  history  of  the  landscape  is mirrored  by  the

various  formations  in  the  terrain.  A classical

example  is the  moraine  ridges  which  have  formed

in  front  of  the  arms  coming  down  from  the

Jostedal  glacier.  Previous  fluctuations  in  the

movement  of  the  glacier  can  be  reconstructed  by

examining  the  moraine  ridges.

Deltas  can  also  reveal  the  history  of  the

landscape.  For  example,  Hogemoen  was  once  a

delta  similar  to  the  one  which  is  being  built  up  in

the  fjord  just  outside  Gaupne  today.  However.

Høgemoen  was  deposited  at  the  tongue  of  the

glacier  about  9800  years  ago.

We  can  also  study  the  development  of  the

landscape  by  other  methods.  There  is often

evidence  of  scouring  where  the  ice  has  been

pressed  over  the  underlying  bedrock.  Such

scouring  marks,  formed  when  gravel  and  stones

in  the  base  of  the  glacier  scraped  against  and

smoothed  the  underlying  layers.  can  tell  us  in

which  direction  the  ice  was  moving.

We  can  also  find  information  about  hem· plant

and  animal  life  developed  by  studying  the  natural

features.  Unfortunately  we  have  very  little  data

about  the  history  of  animal  life  in Jostedalen.  We

do,  however.  have  more  information  about  the

development  of  the  vegetation.  which  is mainly

based  on  the  study  of  plant  remains.

Plant  remains  can  be  di,·ided  into  two  main

groups:  those  which  give  us  ,·isible  evidence  of

what  actually  grew  in  a  particular  site,  and  those

which  are  so  minute  that  they  must  be  studied

under  a  microscope.  The  most  important  group  of

such  plant  remains  is pollen.

Plant  remains  themselves  are  not  sufficient  if we

want  to  discover  how  conditions  have  changed

over  a  period  of  time.  We  must  also  establish  a

natural  archive  of  where  the  plant  remains  from

different  time  periods  overlap  and  where  they  can

he  separated  from  each  other.  Peat  layers  are  an

example  of  a  natural  archive  of  this  type  where

the  different  layers  in  the  peat,  which  increase

slightly  in  thickness  year  by  year.  are  made  up  of

plant  remains  from  different  time  periods.

Radiological  methods,  known  as  'C-dating.  are

used  to  determine  the  historical  dating  of

geological  and  organic  material.
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Øystølen.  (Photo:  M.Kvamme. 1982)

THE  AREA  WAS COVERED  BY  ICE

During  the  Quaternary  period  northern  Europe

experienced  significant  variations  in  climate  and  the

area  was  covered  by  ice  several  times.  At the  height

of  the  last  Ice  Age  the  Jostedal  area  was  covered  by

an  ice  cap.  while  the  top  of  Lodalskapa  protruded

above  the  ice  as  a  nunatak.  The  extent  and  height  of

the  ice  cap  during  the  last  Ice  Age  can  be

reconstructed  with  the  help  of  the  traces  the  ice  has

left  behind.

In  the  northeasterly  part  of  the  river Jostedola's

catchment  area  the  highest  mountains  reach  an

altitude  of  more  than  1700  m.  Clear  indications  of

glacial  erosion  can  be  seen  on  the  tops  of

Austdalsnosi.  Kupen.  Tverreggi  and  Sprongdalseggi.

The  ice  was  often  meshed  together  with  stones  and

gravel  in  the  base  layer,  and  this  in  turn  wore  down

the  rock  layer  beneath.  Large  erratic  boulders  were

also  transported  by  the  ice  to  these  mountain  tops

from  places  a  considerable  distance  away.

On  the  west  side  of Jostedalsbreen.  in  inner

Norfjord,  there  are  large  areas  of  blocks  and  large

boulders  where  the  mountain  tops  are  at  a  similar

altitude.  Areas  of  stone  blocks  like  this  are  formed

over  a  long  period  of  time  by  frost  heaving  and  one

can  usually  find  them  in  places  which  have  been

above  the  ice  cap  during  the  last  Ice  Age.  The  lower

limit  of  the  stone  blocks  indicates  the  altitude  to

which  the  ice  cap  extended.

The  scouring  marks  tell  us  how  the  direction  of  the

ice  flow  changed  during  the  ice  age.  This  means  that

the  ice  cap's  highest  points.  the  culminations.  must

have  moved.  The  oldest  scouring  marks  in  the

Jostedal  area  run  in  an  easterly  direction.  and  belong

to  an  early  phase,  probably  at  the  beginning  of  the

last  Ice  Age.  It is most  likely  that  a  concentration  of

ice  built  itself  up  in  the  area  covered  by

Jostedalsbreen  today.  More  recent  scouring  marks

running  first  in  a  southerly  and  southwesterly

direction  then  in  a  westerly  direction  show  that  the

ice  culminations  or  ice  centres  must  have  built

themselves  up  to  the  north  and  northwest  of  the

Jostedal  area  and  subsequently  further  towards  the

northeast.  in  the  areas  around  Lesja and  Skjåk.
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THE  ICE  MELTS

Towards  the  end  of  the  Ice  Age  the  ice  cap  began

to  melt  and  the  glacier  arms  retreated  to  the  inner

areas  of  Sogn.  The  glaciers  stopped  at  the  inner

extremities  of  the  fjords  and  the  larger  valleys  and

as  a  result  large  quantities  of  material  were

deposited  in  the  inner  parts  of  the  fjords.

During  the  period  when  the  glacier  in Jostedalen

was  located  \Yith its tongue  in  the  mouth  of  the

valley  there  were  two  glacial  deposits  being  built

up  to  the  level  of  the  fjord  at  that  time.  Large

quantities  of  melt\Yater  carrying  stones.  graYel.

sand  and  clay  from  the  valley  bottom  were  swept

down  when  the  tongue  of  the  glacier  was  situated

in  Gaupne.  This  material  was  deposited  as  a  delta

in  the  fjord.  It  as  this  access  to  large  quantities

of  loose  material  and  meltwater  during  the

building  up  of  the  delta  at  Ekrene  and  later  at

Hogemoen  which  makes  these  deltas  quite

different  from  the  one  that  is being  built  up  today

in  Gaupnefjord.

As the  ice  began  to  melt.  the  land  mass,  which

had  been  severely  compressed  by  the  weight  of

Lower partofJostedalen  with  the Hogemoen  terrace.
just  above  the  outflow  into  the fjord  at  Gaupne.
( Photo: PE.Faugli. 1987)

the  ice.  started  to  rise.  The  remains  of  the  old

deltas  are  now  terraces.  The  upper  terrace  at

Ekrene  is 90  m  a.s.I..  whereas  the  newest  and

largest  terrace.  Hogemoen.  has  an  upper

measurement  10 m  lower.  The  greatest  rise  in  the

land  mass  took  place  immediately  after  the  ice

cap  melted.  As a  result  the  deposits  at  Ekrene  had

time  to  rise  significantly  before  the  deposits  at

Hogemoen  had  time  to  build  up.  even  though  the
difference  in  time  must  have  been  fairly

insignificant.

The  level  of  the  sea  must  have  been

approximately  at  the  level  of  the  terraces  when

the  delta  was  formed.  Thus  the  top  of  the  terrace

at  Ekrene  represents  the  so-called  marine  limit  in

the  area.  at  an  altitude  of  99  m  a.s.I.  This  is quite

low  if one  compares  it with  other  areas  in  inner

Sogn  and  indicates  that  Jostedalen  must  have  had

a  valley  glacier  for  a  long  period  of  time.
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About  9500  years  ago  this  glacier  began  to  melt

and  retreat.  After  a  period  of  time  at  Gaupne  the

tongue  of  the  glacier  retreated  step  by  step  up

Jostedalen.  The  land  mass  had  been  pressed

down  by  the  weight  of  the  ice  and  so  the  fjord

was  able  to  flow  in  for  the  first  ten  kilometres  or

soas  far  as  Alsmo.  Gravel  was  deposited  in  front

of  the  retreating  glacier  tongue  on  this  relatively

flat  portion  of  the  lower  parts  of Jostedalen.

Because  the  land  masses  were  rising  all  the  time.

the  deposits  gradually  attained  lower  upper

levels.  and  the  most  northerly  terrace  at  Alsmo  is

74  m  a.s.l.  The  ice  continued  to  melt  all  the  way

up  to  Gjerde  where  a  2-3  m  high  terrace  is

witness  to  a  temporary  arrest  in  the  melting

process.

The  next  stop  in  the  retreat  of  the  glacier  tongue

occurred  at  Fabergstolen.  The  glacier  actually

advanced  here  and  deposited  lateral  moraines.  It

has  been  proven  that  plant  life  and  the  formation

of  peat  was  established  9000  years  ago  in  the

bottom  of  a  marsh  area  in  this  region.  At that  time

there  was  only  a  small  valley  glacier  in  the

vicinity  and  the  surrounding  mountain  tops  had

been  free  of  ice  cover  for  a  long  time.  Evidence

that  there  was  an  ach·ance  of  the  glaciers  some

9000  years  ago  has  also  been  found  in  several

other  places  in Jostedalen.  This  is  the  last

indication  of  glacial  advance  before  we  can

register  the  "Little Ice  Age"  just  a  few  hundred

years  ago.

THE  PLANTS ARRIVE

AND  THE  FORESTS  GROW

Climatic  conditions  9000  years  ago  were  as

favourable  as  they  are  today,  with  high  summer

temperatures.  However,  vegetation  was  relatively

poor  to  begin  \\·ith  and  mainly  dominated  by

bilberry  heath  and  dwarf  birch.  Plants  need  soil

with  a  certain  organic  content  to  thrive  and  this

takes  quite  a  while  to  build  up.  It  is  quite  easy  to

observe  this  phenomenon  today  because  many

new  areas  where  the  glaciers  advanced  to  in  the

1700's  are  still  as  good  as  bare  today.

Pine  was  the  first  tree  species  to  develop  into  a

forest.  There  was  pine  forest  in  the  whole  of

Jostedalen  stretching  from  Lustrafjorden  to

Fåbergstolen  already  8500  years  ago  and  this  was

100  years  before  pine  forest  reached  the  Bergen

region.

The  next  tree  species  to  become  established  was

alder  and  this  also  accelerated  the  development

of  the  soil.  Alder  trees  came  to  Lustrafjorden  just

about  8000  years  ago  and  even  high  up  in

Sprongdalen  alder  forests  were  an  important

feature  of  the  vegetation.

About  7000  years  ago  the  vegetation  in  the  upper

part  of Jostedalen  consisted  partly  of  pure  alder

forest  and  partly  of  mixed  forest  with  alder,  pine

and  birch.  The  tree  line  was  considerably  higher

than  it  is  today  but  exactly  how  high  is  uncertain.

HOW  OLD  IS JOSTEDALSBREEN?

The  warmest  period  after  the  last  ice  age  was

between  8000  and  6000  years  ago  and  the  climate

was  much  more  favourable  than  it  is  today.  It

would  be  reasonable toassume  that  the  last

remaining  ice  in  the  upper  parts  of Jostedalen  had

melted  between  8500  and  8000  years  ago  and  the

entire  Jostedalsbreen  had  probably  melted.  Elm

trees  were  growing  at  Stryn,  on  the  northwestern

side  of Jostedalsbreen.  at  an  altitude  which

represents  the  upper  limit  for  birch  at  the  present

time.  This  would  have  required  a  summer

temperature  in  the  growth  area  approximately  4°C

higher  than  today.

There  are  several  indications  that  climatic

conditions  deteriorated  about  6000  years  ago.

The  grey  alder  forest  in  Sprongdalen  became

considerably  depleted.  and  5000  years  ago  it was

as  sparse  as  it  is today.  At the  same  time  the

mountain  birch  forest  became  established  at  the

height  at  which  it  is  today.

There  was  a  particularly  marked  climatic  change

just  over  5000  years  ago.  This  has  been

documented  by  scientific  investigations  of  the

vegetation  near  Sygneskardsvatn  in  Stryn.  The

main  characteristics  of  the  vegetation  are  as  we

know  them  today.  It  is  quite  interesting  to  think

that  the  deterioration  in  the  climate  during  these

thousands  of  years  was  sufficient  to  pass  the

critical  limit  for  the  formation  of  new  glaciers.
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When  Jostedalsbreen  was  first  re-established  the
climatic  conditions  in  its vicinity  were  so  severe

that  later  climatic  changes  have  not  really

influenced  any  development  in  the  vegetation.

Even  though  the  formation  of  the  glaciers  on  the

mountain  plateau  commenced  about  5000  years

ago,it  took  several  thousand  years  before  they

became  as  widespread  as  they  are  today.

At Glomsdalen  in  Stryn,  the  most  significant

advance  of  the  glacier  took  place  between  3700

and  3100  years  ago.  After  this  there  was  a  period

of  varying  climatic  conditions  and  in  the  1500s  a

considerable  deterioration  in  the  climate  occurred

leading  us  up  to  the  threshold  of  the  "Little Ice

Age".

An  isolated  glacier  such  as  Spørteggbreen  was

probably  not  re-established  after  the  last  Ice  Age

until  about  500  years  ago.

The  arms  of Jostedalsbreen  advanced

considerably  from  the  middle  of  the  1700s  and  up

to  the  maximum  extent  of  the  "Little Ice  Age".

During  this  period  the  average  temperature  was

about  1 °C colder  than  it is today.  The  glaciers

destroyed  fields  and  meadows,  and  in  some

places  entire  farms  were  wiped  out  as  was  the

case  with  the  Nigard  farm.  Lodalsbreen  and

Stegholbreen  attained  their  maximum  extent

about  1750,  and  the  arms  from  both  these  glaciers

reached  right  down  to  Fabergstolsgrandane.  After
this  period  the  glaciers  melted  and  retreated.

Lodal  glacier  retreated  4  km  and  Steghol  glacier

1km.  Outside  the  1750 moraine  limit  the

vegetation  has  had  9000  years  in  which  to

become  established,  whereas  between  the

moraine  ridges  and  the  present  demarcation  of

the  glacier  there  has  only  been  200 years  for  the

development  of  the  vegetation.  The  contrast  is

striking.

Some  of  the  arms  of Jostedalsbreen  are  now

advancing  again.  The  large  amounts  of  snow  that

built  up  on  the  glaciers  at  the  end  of  the  1980s

are  influencing  the  location  of  the  glacier  tounges.

They  have  increased  in  thickness  and  also

become  steeper  at  their  extremities.  The  almost

continuous  retreat  of  the  glacier  arms  has  now

been  replaced  by  a  halt  or  even  a  forward

advance  of  the  glacier.  There  is  also  a  lot  more

activity  at  the  glacier  extremities.  The  time  it takes

for  the  different  glacier  arms  to  react  depends  to  a

certain  extent  on  the  topography  of  the

underlying  terrain.  Generally  speaking  the

relatively  steep  glacier  arms  on  the  west  side  of

Jostedalsbreen  have  a  shorter  reaction  period  than

the  somewhat  less  steep  arms  on  the  Jostedal

side.  Bakli breen  in  Krundalen  has  advanced  along
the  plateau  where  it lies  with  the  result  that

during  the  last  few  years  ice  blocks  have  been

tumbling  down  into  the  valley  below.

Nigardsbreen,  which  reacts  relatively  slowlyto

climatic  changes,  has  advanced  214  m  since  1989.

including  35  m  in  1997.  Briksdalsbreen,  on  the

western  side  of Jostedalsbreen  has  advanced

approximately  ii1  m  since  1988.

MAN AND  HIS  ANIMALS

CHANGE  THE  LANDSCAPE

The  changes  in  vegetation  which  have  occurred

during  the  last  5000  year  period  have  first  and

foremost  been  caused  by  human  intervention.  A

typical  example  is the  pine  forest  which  stops  at

Faberg  today.  Previously  it existed  all  the  way  up

to  Fabergstolen,  but  most  of  it was  cut  down

when  the  area  was  cleared  for  grazing  3000  years

ago.

Pressure  on  the  natural  resources  increased  as

more  people  came  to  live  in Jostedalen.  The

vegetation  to  a  greater  extent  changed  its

character  and  one  could  say  an  agricultural

landscape  was  in  the  process  of  being  developed.

Arable  land  in  the  main  valley  was  limited  and

this  in  turn  had  consequences  for  the  mountain

valleys  and  summer  pasture  areas.  In  the  period

from  1100 to  1200  grazing  areas  were  exploited

much  higher  up  the  mountains  than  they  have

ever  been  later.

Settlement  in  the  Jostedal  valley  was  severely

affected  by  the  Plague  and  this  in  turn  resulted  in

large  areas  of  grazing  land  and  pasture  becoming

overgrown.  Even  though  most  of  these  areas  were

recultivated  after  a  while.  some  of  the  summer

pastures  at  the  higher  altitudes  were  never  used

again.  Another  reason  for  not  taking  these  areas

into  use  again  can  have  been  the  deterioration  of

the  climate,  particularly  as  this  happened  at  a  time
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The delta  at  Gaupne  is constantly  changing.

Topleft:Autumn  1974.

Bottomleft:Autumn 1975.

Topright: Summer  1990.
( Photos:  PE.  Faugli)

when  settlement  was  on  the  increase  again  after

the  consequences  of  the  Plague.

In  the  present  century.  and  particularly  after  the

war.  Norwegian  agriculture  has  witnessed  an

enormous  change.  This  has  also  been  noticeable

in Jostedalen.  The  area  of  ploughed.  cultivated

land  has  been  reduced  and  these  areas  close  to

the  home  farm  are  now  used  for  grazing  and  the

production  of  grass  for  silage.  Meadows  and

pasture  at  a  distance  from  the  home  farm  are

hardly  used  at  all.  with  the  result  that  the  forest  is

returning  and  spreading  to  areas  that  previously

had  been  open.  The  summer  farms  are  not  used

any  more  and  the  slopes  are  becoming

overgrown  with  nettles  and  an  entanglement  of

wild  raspberry  thickets.  A good  example  of  this

phenomenon  can  be  found  at  Øy.  Ever  since  goat

herding  atywas  discontinued  in  the  middle  of

the  1960s, the  lcm·er  part  of  Sprongdalen  has

changed  its character  from  an  open  forest

landscape  with  grazing  areas  to  an  impenetrable

forest  of  small  birch  trees.

The  changes  in  vegetation  that  have  taken  place

in Jostedalen  after  the  Second  World  War  are

probably  the  most  comprehensive  for  many

hundreds  of  years.  The  variety  and  multiplicity

which  previously  characterized  our  traditional

agricultural  landscape  is nem·  in  the  process  of

disappearing.  At the  same  time  many  plants  and

natural  plant  communities  are  more  widespread

than  before  and  on  the  overgrown  old  pasture

areas  we  can  find  types  of  vegetation  that  were

not  there  previously.

The  local  fauna  has  also  been  affectedbythe

changes  in  the  farming  patterns.  It has  been

demonstrated  that  excess  grazing  by  domestic

animals  can  have  a  considerable  effect  on  the  bird

life  of  the  area  since  the  composition  of  the  plant

community  becomes  changed.  This  is  particularly
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evident  in  the  forest  areas  where  the  bushes  and

shrubs  in  the  vegetation  return  when  there  is less

intense  grazing.  This  creates  more  favourable

conditions  for  certain  birds  and  new  species

arrive.  This  is particularly  the  case  with  the  insect

eating  warbler  family,  such  as  icterine  warblers.

garden  warblers  and  blackca ps  all  of  which  are

attracted  by  dense  thickets  or  undergrowth.  A

natural  development  of  the  forest  is  an  advantage
for  these  birds.  Generally  speaking  the  fauna

increases  when  areas  which  have  previously  been

farmed  intensively  are  allowed  to  return  to  their

natural  element.

The  fauna  in  the  watercourses  has  also  been

influenced  by  human  activity.  Acidification.  "'·hich
is mainly  the  result  of  burning  fossil  fuels  such  as

oil  or  coal.  has  had  the  most  negative  influence

on  the  freshwater  fauna.  We can  learn  a  lot  about

the  pollution  situation  in  a  watercourse  by

studying  the  bottom  fauna  and  the  zooplankton.

Many  invertebrates  are  very  sensitive  and rill die

at  different  stages  in  the  pollution  process.  Some

species.  particularly  certain  mayflies.  are  more

sensitive  than  fish.  For  this  reason  they  are

suitable  as  indicators  when  monitoring  the

pollution  situation  in  a  watercourse.

The  most  acidic  stretches  of  the  Jostedal

watercourse  are  to  be  found  to  the  east  of

Fabergstolen  "'·here  the  rivers  transport  the  least

amounts  of  glacial  silt. Water  containing  glacial  silt

provides  a  good  buffering  effect  against  acid

precipitation  and  so  the  other  rivers  are  not  as

much  at  risk.

The  building  of  hydropower  facilities  represents

one  area  of  enormous  change.  even  though

considerable  efforts  are  made  to  ensure  a

minimum  of  impact  on  the  landscape.

The  appreciation  of  the  landscape  is  a  concept

that  is now  also  considered  when  evaluating  the

effects  of  the  different  encroachments.  There  are

often  direct  implications  concerning  the  use  and

appreciation  of  the  landscape  particularly  when

areas  are  dammed  and  flooded.  When  the

watercourse  is used  for  several  different  purposes

there  is more  pressure  on  the  surrounding

landscape  and  today  the  resources  are  being  used

in  new  and  other  ways  than  previously.  At

Styggevatn.  for  example.  the  mountain  lodge

belonging  to  the  Norwegian  Touring  Association

(DNT)  would  have  been  under  the  new  water

level.  It was  therefore  relocated  a  little  further  to

the  north.  but  was  no  longer  of  interest  for  DNT

purposes.  Statkraft  built  and  financed  a  new

mountain  lodge  in  Sprongdalen.  called

Sprongdalsbu,  as  compensation  and  in  addition

they  also  contributed  to  the  building  of  another

lodge.  called  Slæoem.  in  Mysubuttdalen.  As a

result  the  tourist  tracks.  both  ewer  the  Jostedal

glacier  and  through  the  mountain  area.  had  to  be

rerouted.

The Jostedalsbreen  region.  Scale  1:350000. 
Red  horder: Drainage  areaofthe  ricerjostedøla
(data: VE).

Green  border:  Geographical  border  of the
Jostedalsbreen  National  Park.

Mapcomposition: NVE. Geographical  data:

Norwegian  mapping  Authority.
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HYDROPOWER  PRODUCTION
- FROM GLACIERS AND  GLACIAL RIVERS

A
s eu-h-  as  the  1960s  the  Jostedal

watercourse  was  of  interest  in  the  State

Power  Board's  development  plans.  The

natural  conditions  in  the  area  lent  themselves  to

exploitation  for  hydropower  purposes.  Initial

planning  started  in  1966.  and  the  Leirdola  scheme

was  completed  in  1971.  In  1989 the  dam  at

Styggevatn  was  completed  and  the  Jostedal

Hydropcm·er  Station  was  officially  opened  on  20

June  1990.

The  water  in  the  mountain  reservoirs  is led  down

to  Myklemyr  where  the  Jostedalen  power  plant  is

situated  inside  the  mountain.  The  power  station

outfall  is located  underwater  at  the  innermost  end

of  Gaupnefjorden.  and  this  keeps  the  ferry  jetty

and  slipways  free  of  ice  during  the  winter.  The

annual  production  is 877  GWh.  The  total

de\·elopment  costs  were  about  l'\OK  3  billion.  The

non-technical  costs.  some  NOK  18.5 million.

include  among  other  things  an  assessment  of  the

scheme's  impact  on  the  environment  and  cultural

heritage.  The  results  of  these  studies  have  been

incorporated  into  the  plans  and  have  contributed

to  the  Jostedal's  project  being  a  good  example  of
Norwegian  hydropower  development.

The  two  lakes.  Styggevatn  and  Austdalsvatn.  now

form  a  single  reservoir.  Styggevatn  reservoir.  The

natural  water  levels  in  Austdals,·atn  and

Styggevatn  are  1156.8  m  a.s.l.  and  1156.1  m  a.s.I.

respectively.  The  highest  regulation  level  is at

1200 m  a.s.I..  while  the  drawdown  limit  is set  at

1110111a.s.l.  in  Styggevatn  and  1130 m  a.s.1. in

AustdalsYatn.  This  gives  a  regulation  amplitude  of

90m.

The  two  lakes  are  naturally  separated  by  a  70  cm

high  rock  ridge.  which  has  been  utilised  in  the

regulation  scheme.  Tapping  tunnels  have  been

established  between  Kupvatn  and  AustdalsYatn

and  between  Austdalsvatn  and  Styggevatn.  Stored

water  can  then  be  tapped  from  Kupvatn  where

the  intake  is at  1190 m  a.s.l.  down  via

Austdalsvatn  to  Styggevatn.  As Austdals,·atn  is

shallower  than  Styggevatn  its  drawdown  limit  is

20  m  higher  so  that  the  regulation  zone  is not  too

large  and  thus  avoiding  an  undesirable  impact  on

the  landscape.  The  reseIYoir.  KupYatn.  is

regulated  72.9  m  from  an  upper  limit  of  1262.9  m

a.s.l.  to  a  lower  limit  of  1190 m  a.s.l.

Kupvatn  and  Styggevatn  reservoirs  are  planned  to
be  filled  and  emptied  over  several  years.  Their

collective  reservoir  volume  is equivalent  to  1.5

times  the  annual  runoff  from  the  J ostedola
catchment.  Kupvatn  alone  has  a  ,·olume  of  146

million m'. The  Styggevatn  reservoir  has  a

calculated  capacity  of  352  millionm'. Ho\\·e\·er.  its

capacity  will  vary  in  tact  with  Austdalsbreen's

movement,  calving  and  melting.  So  far  the  glacier

has  retreated.  and  based  on  its position  in  the

autumn  of  1988.  the  Norwegian  Water  Resources

and  Energy  Administration C\YE) hn-e  calculated

that  its volume  has  increased  to  358  million  m'.

The  volume  of  352  million  m'  for  Styggevatn
reservoir  is equivalent  to  about  960  GWWh when

converted  to  electricity.  Assuming  an  annual
household  consumption  of  20 000  kWh,  thisill

supply  approximately  50 000  homes.

l-1.6km  of  tunnels  have  been  bored  from  the

reservoirs  in  the  mountain  down  to  the  deep

water  discharge  from  Gaupne.  The  remaining  60

km  or  so  of  tunnels  with  cross-sections  bet\\·een

10 and  55  m? have  been  dynamited  in  the  old-

fashioned  way.  The  tunnel  wastes  have  been

mostly  used  for  construction.  although  some  have

been  deposited  in  tips.  These  tips  can  be  seen  in

Vigdalen.  Vanndalen  and  Fagredalen  and  are

artificial  elements  in  an  otherwise  natural

landscape.

In  connection  with  the  granting  of  a  hydropower

licence  from  the  Parliament.  a  number  of

conditions  are  specified.  The  studies  on  which

much  of  this  book  is based  were  a  result  of  the
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condition  that  NOK  2. 5 million  were  to  be  used  to

assess  the  em·ironmental  impact  of  the

de,·elopment.

In  order  to  compensate  for  reduced  fishery  it is

also  usual  for  the  developer  to  construct  local

hatcheries  and  to  stock  fish.

Top: The five  nozzle  spiral  casing for  the Pelton

turbine  is being  mounted.  From  the entrance  at

J1yklemy,:  the power plant  can  be l'isited. It  is

located1200metres  into  the mozmtain  and 100

metres  below the valley floor.  (Photo:P.Jorcmger)

Left: Jostedalen power plant  at J1yklemyr.(PFaugli)

Right: Interior, Jostedalen  pou:erplant. (!.A.Eie)
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material  is  washed  further  out  over  the  glacial

plain.  and  at  the  same  time  a  lot  of  the  finer

material  is  completely  washed  away.

The  area  where  Fabergstolsgrandane  lies  today

was  originally  a  depression  gouged  out  of  the

bedrock  by  a  glacier.  When  the  ice  melted  a  lake

was  formed  to  a  depth  of  up  to  100  m.  This  lake

was  probably  already  silted  up  by  a  large  delta

during  the  melting  of  the  ice  after  the  last  Ice  Age.

and  the  sandur  of  today  has  been  built  up  on  top

of  this  delta.  During  the  "Little Ice  Age"

Lodalsbreen  stretched  almost  as  far  as  the  sandur.

whilst  Stegholbreen  did  not  extend  as  far.  The

transport  of  material  to  the  sandur  was  much

more  significant  during  this  period  than  it  is

today.  A fossil  sandur  has  been  located  at  a  level

several  metres  abm·e  the  surface  of  the  present

sandur.  just  in  front  of  Lodalsbreen.  which

indicates  how  high  the  sandur  must  have  been

during  the  "Little Ice  Age".  At  the  left  edge  of  the

sandur.  just  to  the  north  of  Fabergstolen.  there  is

a  corresponding  layer  of  fine  material  located  one

metre  above  the  present  surface.  This  is what

remains  of  the  surface  of  the  sandur  from  the

1700s.

A constantly  changing  flow  of  water  also  effects

the  river  bed  channels  and  the  level  of  the

groundwater.  In  "normal"  conditions  only  the

lower  lying  areas  would  be  flooded.  but  in

extreme  cases  the  whole  of  the  sandur  would  be

under  water.  Eyewitnesses  can  tell  us  that  during

the  great  flood  of  August  1979  the  level  of  the

water  was  measured  as  high  as  1m  up  the  grey

alder  trees  at  Svinoy.

The  extensive  changes  in  water  level  have

significant  consequences  for  the  vegetation.

Species  which  tolerate  regular  flooding  are

located  down  by  the  banks  of  the  rivers,  whereas

those  which  do  not  are  at  higher  levels.  Several

species  occupy  more  or  less  well  defined  zones  in

relation  to  the  water  level  and  where  they  thrive

best.  Many  of  the  different  types  of  vegetation

which  are  to  be  found  on  the  sandur  have  a

distribution  which  is  closely  related  to  water  level

fluctuations.  Along  the  banks  of  the  river.  for

example,  we  can  obserYe  a  special  type  of  moss

vegetation  which  is  dominated  by  two  species.

namelyPhilonotis  tomentella andPohlia filum.

Running  parallel  to  the  ri\·er  channel.  and  at  a

distance  from  the  surface  of  the  water,  there  is  a

very  distinct  definition  in  colour  from  green  to

reddish  brown  in  the  moss  vegetation.

During  periods  of  flooding  the  vegetation  acts  as

a  "sediment  trap"  for  silt  which  is  suspended  in

the  water  and  subsequently  deposited  on  top  of

and  between  the  plants.  When  the  water  floods

out  over  the  river  channel  it  is  spread  over  a

much  larger  surface  area  than  before.  As  the

velocity  of  the  waterflo; decreases,  the  silt  sinks

down  in  bem·een  the  vegetation.  Most  frequently

only  insignificant  quantities  are  deposited.  but  in

extreme  cases  there  can  be  up  to  5-10  cm  of

sedimentation.  The  vegetation  will  die  from  lack

of  oxygen  and  light  in  areas  \\·here  more  than  1-2

cm  of  silt  and  clay  is  deposited.  However.  new

vegetation  will  become  established  on  top  of  the

new  deposits,  often  surprisingly  quickly.

Erosion.  in  addition  to  the  fluctuations  in  water

level  and  the  sedimentation  processes.

characterize  the  sandur.  The  ability  of  the  river  to

transport  material  decreases  \\·hen  the  terrain

le\·els  out.  and  as  a  result  the  river  bed  channels

are  gradually  blocked.  After  a  while  the  river  will

change  its  channel  and  begin  to  dig  itself  a

channel  in  other  places.  The  vegetation  cover  or

soil  surface  in  the  new  river  bed  channel

becomes  eroded  and  is  transported  away  by  the

water.  Measurements  which  have  been  taken  at

the  outflow  of  the  sandur  have  shown  that  much

of  the  humus  and  other  plant  material  is  washed

away  during  the  course  of  a  year.  In  the  summer

half  of  the  year  more  than  2000-3000  metric  tons

of  organic  material  is  transported  out  of  the

sandur.

Even  though  most  of  the  inorganic  material  at

Faberg-stolsgrandane  originally  comes  from

glacial  erosion.  it undergoes  several  other  erosion

and  sedimentation  processes  during  its

transportation  out  to  Fabergstolen.  This  in  turn

influences  the  conditions  of  the  sandur.  Animal

and  plant  life  is  only  able  to  develop  during  a

short  period  of  time  before  it  is  again  subjected  to

one  of  these  processes  and  must  start  all  over

again.  By  digging  down  into  the  underlying  layers

one  can  ascertain  that  these  processes  have  been

going  on  for  a  long  period.  The  profile  reveals
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alternating  dark  and  light  layers  of  varying

thickness.  The  dark  layers  are  the  remains  of

former  surface  areas  where  the  vegetation  has

developed  a  thin  soil  (humus)  layer.  but  which

has  been  washed  over  by  sand  during  a  period  of

flooding.  There  will  always  be  such  an  alternation

between  the  erosion  process  and  the

establishment  of  vegetation.

The  continual  flooding  also  affects  the  bird  life.  At

Fabergstolsgrandane  it has  been  observed  that

several  bird  species  which  usually  have  their  nests

on  the  ground,  such  as  redwings.  pipits  and  reed

buntings  nest  up  in  the  trees  here.  Similar

incidences  have  been  reported  elsewhere.  but  this

has  been  to  protect  the  nests  during  a  peak  year

for  small  mammals.

The  freshwater  fauna  also  behaves  in  the  same

way.  Different  groups  of  animals  are  continuously

trying  to  become  established  on  the  exposed

areas  of  the  eroded  plain  until  the  next  flood

comes  along  and  washes  them  all  away.  Both

animal  and  plant  life  at  Fabergstolsgrandane  will

always  be  trying  to  establish  itself  in  areas  closer

to  the  glacier.  However,  there  are  very  few

species  which  can  actually  survive  under  such

extreme  conditions.  Those  that  do  manage  are

specialists.  The  favourable  conditions  in  the

summer  mean  that  at  times  the  density  of  species

can  be  high.  Pioneer  species  are  often  eliminated

from  the  competition  by  other  species  when  the

ecological  conditions  change.

SHARP  NATURAL  GRADIENTS

The  active  processes  at  Fabergstolsgrandane

create  a  landscape  characterized  by  distinct

changes  or  sharp  gradients  as  far  as  the

availability  of  the  loose  material.  the  vegetation

and  the  animal  life  are  concerned.  We  can  see

this  most  clearly  if we  look  at  the  distribution  of

the  vegetation  from  south  to  north.  There  is  dense

grey  alder  forest  near  the  outflow  from

Fabergstolen  and  a  couple  of  kilometres  to  the

north.  The  trees  become  gradually  smaller  and

more  spread  out  as  you  continue  north.  There  are

many  dead  trees  showing  that  we  have  reached

the  limit  for  what  grey  alder  can  tolerate  when  it

comes  to  hard  environmental  conditions.  The

willow  bushes,  on  the  other  hand,  thrive  very

well.  and  they  gradually  take  over  in  places

where  the  grey  alder  must  give  up.  Moss  and

willow  are  the  most  important  vegetation  as  we

go  north  up  the  sandur.  In  areas  vhere  it  is  too

poor  even  for  willow,  moss  dominates.  In  the

northernmost  part  where  there  is  little  else  than

large  stones  and  the  river  bed  channels  are

constantly  changing.  there  is  hardly  any

vegetation  at  all.

The  development  of  the  vegetation  at

Fabergstolsgrandane  could  thus  be  characterized

as  special  and  unique.  The  established  plant

colonies  are  destroyed  either  by  erosion  or  by

being  covered  with  sedimentary  material.  causing

them  to  die  out  before  a  new  development  can

begin.  This  process  is  closely  connected  with  the

way  the  river  bed  channel  develops.  the  transport

of  material  in  the  glacial  river.  the  changing  river

channels  and  marked  differences  in  the  discharge.

Most  of  the  bioenergy  which  is  generated  in  the

food  chain  in  western  Norwegian  watercourses  is

produced  on  land  and  comes  into  the  rivers  in

the  form  of  dead  plant  material.  The  marked

gradient  in  vegetation  cover  is  reflected  in  a

similar  gradient  for  the  abundance  of  animal

species.  In  the  upper  areas,  where  there  is  hardly

any  vegetation  at  all  on  land,  the  freshwater  fauna

is  totally  dependant  on  whatever  nutrition  is

produced  in  the  river.  However  the  water  which

flows  out  from  under  the  glaciers  contains  large

amounts  of  plant  nutrients,  and  this  can  cause  the

development  of  considerable  local  patches  of

algae.Ifyou  have  ever  waded  over  a  river  near
the  outflow  of  a  glacier  in  the  summer.  you  have

probably  noticed  a  slimy.  brownish  deposit  on

the  top  of  the  rocks.  This  is  mainly  due  to  algae

called  diatoms.  Numerous  chironomid  larvae  can

often  be  observed  grazing  on  these  algae.  Near

Stegholbreen  up  to  13  600  chironomid  larvae

have  been  registered  per  m  of  river  bottom.

Where  the  river  bed  channels  become  more

stable.  the  vegetation  cover  is  thicker  and  the

water  temperature  increases,  so  survival

conditions  for  several  more  invertebrate  species

improve.  in  contrast  to  the  barren  conditions

experienced  right  at  the  top  of  the  sandur.Ifre
compare  these  unstable  ri\·er  channels  with  other
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Top: The lower part  of Grandane.  1974
(Photo: PE.Faugli)

Bottom:  Dense  moss-carpet  in  the sandur.  The
moss vegetation  in  the  lower part  of the  river bed
consistsofgreen,  sterile plants,uhilethe  rusty
colour  in  the  upper  sone  is due  to the  develope-
mentoffertile  sporophytes.  (Photo:Jf.Kvamme)

river  types  we  would  nevertheless  still  consider

these  conditions  as  extreme.  The  small  amounts

of  organic  material  that  do  enter  the  river  are

often  "·ashed  away  again  quite  quickly  because

of  erosion.  This  is not  particularly  favourable  from

the  bottom  fauna's  point  of  view  since  such  food

material  has  a  higher  nutritional  value  when  it has

been  lying  in  the  water  for  a  certain  period  of

time.  Leaves.  twigs  and  other  organic  material  are

initially  partially  broken  down  by  bacteria  and

fungi  and  are  thus  more  suitable  as  nutritional

material.  The  richest  fauna  is therefore  to  be

found  in  the  more  stable  parts  of

Fabergstolsgrandane.

The  bird  fauna  also  demonstrates  a  marked

gradient.  In  the  lower  areas  of  the  sandur  the

forest  is  characterized  by  grey  alder  and  in  places

dense  willow  thickets.  Here  we  find  the  richest

and  most  varied  bird  life,  dominated  by  song

birds.  such  as  warblers.  finches,  thrushes,

flycatchers,  buntings  and  a  few  tits.  It is  surprising

how  few  wetland  birds  are  to  be  found  in  this

area.  Apart  form  the  common  sandpiper.  there  are
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very  few  ducks  and  waders.  These  glacial  plains

are  therefore  marginal  for  this  group  of  birds.  The

vegetation  changes  quite  rapidly  from  the  grey

alder  forest  to  the  more  sparse  willow  thickets.  In

this  area  the  only  birds  which  thrive  are  the  reed

bunting  and  the  bluethroat,  in  addition  to  the

warblers  which  are  very  adaptable  to  different

biotopes.  No  birds  are  permanently  established  in

the  areas  of  the  sandur  where  there  is no

vegetation.

NATURE  SETS  LIMITS

Many  freshwater  insect  species  fly upstream  to  lay

their  eggs  in  order  to  compensate  for  the  down-

ward  drift  of  the  larvae.  Drift  of  the  immature

stages  can  be  either  an  active  or  a  passive

process,  and  it is of  considerable  importance  in

unstable  habitats  such  as  Fabergstolsgrandane.

This  means  that  the  insects  are  constantly  trying

to  colonize  areas  closer  to  the  glacier.  but

surrounding  conditions  are  constantly  setting

limits  and  forcing  the  animals  lower  down  the

river  system.  Drift  samples  taken  at

Fabergstolsgrandane  have  shown  a  predominance

of  chironomid  larvae.

.  &

s3&

Trout  reaches  the  limit  of  its distribution  at

Fabergstolsgrandane.  This  particular  trout

population  is extremely  valuable  from  a  research

point  of  view  since  it has  undoubtedly  been  able

to  adapt  to  local  conditions  during  a  period  of

many  years  without  any  genetic  interference  from

other  trout  populations.  It  is therefore  particularly

well  adapted  to  this  special  locality  and  can

provide  information  about  the  adaptation

processes  that  the  population  has  experienced

with  regard  to  the  colonization  of  many  areas

after  the  ice  retreated.

THE  PLANTS  CONQUER  NEW  LAND

Itis interesting  to  follow  the  development  from

the  point  at  which  an  area  is  flooded  until  it

becomes  covered  by  vegetation  (succession

studies).  The  bottom  of  the  dried  up  river  bed

channels  consists  mainly  of  sand  and  gravel  and

this  area  is  soon  invaded  by  the  moss,

Rhacomitrium  canescens.  Within  a  couple  of

This flower.  Klaved  Myricaria  germanica).  is

rather  rare  on  the  West coast  ofNorway.  It was
first  found  at  Grandane  in  1988.
(Photo:  A.  Odland)

years  the  moss  will  cover  the  whole  surface  like  a

thick  carpet.  After  a  while  seeds  from  plants  such

as Agrostis  mertensii, spiked  woodrush  and

willow  seedlings  grow  in  the  moss  carpet.

Stereocaulon  lichens  become  established  five  or

six  years  later,  often  at  the  same  time  as  bird's

foot  trefoil.  During  approximately  a  20 year

period  the  willow  bushes  will  reach  a  height  of  a

couple  of  metres  and  there  will  be  enough  humus

to  allow  heath  species  such  as  bilberry.  bog

bilbeny  and  mountain  crowberry  to  become

established.  The  vegetation  does  not  get  any

further  in  its  development  before  it is  eroded
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Top left: The inner partofGrandane  and  the  val-
leyofLodalsbreen  glacier
(Photo: PE.  Faugli)

Bottom  left: Towards  the glacier  Stegholtbreen.
(Photo:N.Rye)

away.  Had  this  erosion  not  taken  place.  the  area

would  have  been  covered  by  a  mountain

crowberry  birch  \·egetation  during  the  course  of  a

100 year  period.

Fine  material  like  sand  and  clav  has  the  ability  to. .

absorb  and  retain  water  so  that  the  vegetation  has

constant  access  to  sufficient  moisture.  In  this  way

the  growing  conditions  improYe  and  other  species

can  also  survive.  The  \·egetation  becomes  more

luxurious  and  varied  and  includes  more  grass  and

sedge  species.  It\Yill no\\·  he  possible  for  grey

alder  to  become  established.  On  coarser  material

vegetation  tends  to  dry  out  because  it  is  unable  to

retain  moisture  over  a  period  of  time.

When  an  area  of  silt  and  clay  becomes  flooded  a

completely  different  succession  takes  place.  The

mosses Pohliafilum andBlasia  pusillawill  form
a  matted  carpet  in  the  space  of  a  month.

Successive  plant  cover  progresses  very  rapidly

and  it takes  a  couple  of  years  to  produce  a

vegetation  cover  of  grass  and  sedges.  The  extent

of  the  moss  cover  will  gradually  be  reduced  as

the  vascular  plants  take  ewer.  In  a  relatively  damp

area  it will  take  about  5 to  10 years  to  become  a

thicket  of  willow  and  sedges.  In  drier  areas  a

combination  of  tufted  hair-grass  and  grey  alder

will  develop.  After  50  to  80  years  this  would  again

have  developed  into  a  bracken  and  grey  alder

forest  like  the  one  at  Svinoy.  This  is  a  very

productive  type  of  forest  and  given  time  it would

have  produced  a  rich  soil.

richest  and  most  varied  bird  life  is  to  be  found  in

the  areas  where  there  is  grey  alder.  The  density  of

birds  in  this  area  is  one  of  the  highest  to  be

measured  in  a  forest  in  the  western  part  of

Norway-  about  1000  breeding  pairs  perm'  on

average.  This  figure  is  unexpected  hen  one

takes  into  consideration  the  altitude  (600  m  a.s.I.)

and  the  proximity  to  the  large  glaciers.  The  most

common  species  are  the  willow  warbler,  the

chaffinch  and  the  fieldfare.  The  siskin.  \\'hich  is

almost  exclusivelv  associated  \Yith coniferous

forest.  has  also  been  recorded  as  breeding  here.

The  rich  bird  life  is  connected  to  several

important  factors  such  as  accessibility  to  an

abundance  of  insects  as  food  and  the  composition

and  development  of  the  forest.  Many  of  the  trees

are  old  and  some  of  them  are  dead.  Well

developed willow thickets  cover  large  parts  of  the

area,  where  it  has  not  been  used  as  grazing  for

domestic  animals.  There  arealot  of  different  and

varied  possibilities  for  the  birds  to  build  their

nests  and  find  food  both  in  and  out  of  the  forest

area.

A fairly  high  density  of  breeding  birds  has  been

observed  in  the  birch  forest  which  slopes  down

towards  the  sandur.  The  most  common  species

are  the  same  as  those  in  the  grey  alder  forest.  hut

it is  worth  mentioning  the  large  numbers  of  the

warbler  species.  the  blackcap.  The  density  of

breeding  blackcaps  is  twice  as  high  as  in  the

deciduous  forests  of  southern  Sweden.

The  bird  density  varies  a  lot  from  year  to  year.

both  for  individual  species  and  for  birds  as  a

whole.  This  Yariation  is  quite  normal  and  is

influenced  by  among  other  things  weather  and

the  supply  of  food.

HIGH  BIRD  DENSITIES

Just  west  of  the  sandur  the  willow  grouse  has

especially  good  feeding.  The  birch  forest  on  both

sides  of  the  flats  is  also  an  important  winter

feeding  area  for  the  grouse.  There  are  also  good

numbers  of  black  grouse  here.

Altogether  there  are  46  different  bird  species

which  have  been  recorded  as  breeding  at

Fabergstolsgrandane  and  in  the  surrounding  birch

forest.  This  represents  half  of  the  number  of

species  recorded  in  the  total  catchment  area.  The
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NATURE'S OWN
ICE AGE MUSEUM

I
n  front  of  the  three  arms  coming  down  from

Jostedalsbreen:  namely  Fabergstolsbreen.
:'.\igardsbreen  and  Bergsetbreen.  we  can  see

impressive  evidence  of  how  a  glacier  is  able  to

change  its  surroundings  when  it advances.  Even

though  it  is  more  than  200  years  since  the  glaciers

attained  their  maximum  extent  in  recent  times.

the  extensive  and  clearly  defined  end-moraines

mark  where  the  glaciers  reached.  These  areas  to-

gether  with  Fabergstolsgrandane  comprise  a Yalu-

able  whole  as  far  as  the  landscape  is  concerned.

and  from  a  scientific  point  of view  it was  extre-

mely  important  to  consen-e  them  when  discussion

began  with  regard  to  hydropower  development.

The  areas  are  very  worthy  of  conservation  becau-

se  the  landscape  is so  unique.  and  because  they

also  represent  a  valuable  source  of  information

about  the  interactions  between  a  glacier  and  its

surroundings.  Studies  on  the  effect  of  the  "Little

Ice  Age" also  provide  us  with  a  better  understan-

ding  of  how; the  landscape  features  were  formed

at  the  encl  of  the  last  Ice  Age  10 000  years  ago.

NI GARDS  BREEN

The  geological  features  produced  by  the  melting

of  :'.'\igardsbreen  are  both  very  instructive  and

easily  accessible.  Similar  features  can  be  found  in

front  of  the  two  other  glacial  tongues.  and  all

three  areas  have  been  researched  for  a  long

period  of  time.

A clergyman  in Jostedalen  from  1741 to  1792.

called  Mathias  Foss,  wrote  a  description  of  the

advance  of  :r\'igardsbreen  in  1750  in  a  book

entitled  "A Short  Description  of Jostedalen".  From

this  description  and  other  similar  ones  it  is

possible  to  conclude  that  in  1710 the  glacier

extended  about  half  way  across  where

Nigardsbrevatn  is  today.  During  the  next  25 years

the  glacier  ach·anced  approximately  2800  metres.

and  in  this  way  a  lot  of  the  land  belonging  to  the

r--------------------,
Terminus  variationofVigardsbreen  during
the period  1710 - 1996.  Until  1899,  when

J.Rekstad  started  systematicfront
measurements.  only  scattered  measurements

existed.  After  1899  measurements  were  done

almosteveryyear.

EAR

1710-1735

1735 - 1748

1748 - 1818

1818- 1845

1845 - 1899

1899-  1921
1921- 1930

1930 - 1975

1975 - 1988

1988 - 1997

VARIATION

(in  metres)

+2800m
+ 150m

540m

-  150m
- 1305m

- 273m
+ 19m

- 2265m

51m
+ 2l4 m

Approximate  values  only
L J

r--------------------,
Terminus  variationofVigardsbreen  during
the period  1975 - 1997.

1975 - 16  m 1987 + 11m

1976 1m 1988 18m

1977 7 m 1989 + 1m
1978 - 1 m 1990 + 7m
1979 + 3m 1991 + 1O0m

1980 + Im 1992 + 2 1m

1981 - 11  m 1993 + 14m
1982 + 4m 1994 + 36m
1983 6  m 1995 + 50  m

1981 2  m 1996 + 40m

1985 4m 1997 + 35m
1986 7 m

L J

The glacier  Vigardsbreen.  1989  (top  right)  and

1997  (bottom  right).  (Photos:WW.Haraldsen)
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Moraines  deposited  during  "The Little Ice Age"  up

to1930.(J/lustraticm:EvaBjorseth.iB.Modified

ji-om  Andersenc-Sollid  1971.J

Nigard  farm  was  destroyed.  From  1735to1742

the  glacier  was  more  or  less  static  in  a  position

less  than  100 metres  from  the  farm  buildings  at

Vigard.

Foss  writes:

" ... oneyear from  the ,•,;aid time  to  1743  the glacier
has  increased  200 feet  in  length  and  considerably

in  breadth.  It bas  taken  with  it in  its path  all  the

buildings.  and  turned  them  over  covered  them

with  earth.  stones  and  large  boulders from  the

ground.  and  then  destroyed  them  and  crushed

them  into  small  pieces  which are  still  risible."

igardsbreen  continued  its  advance  until  it

reached  its  maximum  extent  in  1748.  By that  time

it had  also  managed  to  destroy  most  of  the  land

belonging  to  the  Bjorkehaug  farm.  In  1750 the

glaciers  sloly  began  to  retreat.  The  terminal

moraine  from  that  period  is still  clearly  visible  and

can  be  seen  in  the  enormous  gravel  and  stone

heaps  encountered  when  turning  off  the  main

road  at  :\"igarcl. There  is a  distinct  division  here  in

the  soil  cover  and  the  vegetation.  It  is possible  to

follow  the  marked  line  on  the  slopes  of  the  valley

which  show  the  extent  of  the  glacier  tongue  and

indicate  how  impressive  it must  have  been.

The  ice  began  to  melt  very  slowly  in  the

beginning  and  there  were  many  periods  when  it

halted  and  then  advanced  a  little  again.  There  is  a

whole  series  of  moraine  ridges  up  the  valley

behind  the  terminal  moraine  of  1 ..... 50.  The  most

marked  moraine  ridges  are  dated  either  from

written  descriptions  or  from  regular

measurements  which  were  initiated  tcm·ards  the

enc.I of  the  last  centu1Y. The  most  well  marked

moraine  ridges  date  from  1815.1873.1910 and

1930.

Until  to  the  middle  of  the  1920s  the  glacier  had

retreated  more  than  2  km  from  where  it was  in

1750.  However,  at  the  end  of  the  1920s  it

advanced  somewhat  again  and  deposited  the
distinctive  1930  moraine.Asmall  lake  was  formed

between  the  glacier  and  the  moraine  ridge  as  the

ice  continued  its  retreat.  This  was  the  preliminary

stage  in  the  formation  of  igardsbrevatn.  The

glacier  continued  to  retreat  at  a  faster  rate  and  by

the  end  of  the  1960s  the  melting  of  the  ice  had

produced  a  complete  lake.

The Nigardvalley.The picture  shou·s  the  retreatof
the glacier.  ( Photo:  B.  Wold.  1990)
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The  retreat  continued  for  several  more  years  but

since  1975  the  glacier  tongue  has  more  or  less

been  in  the  position  it  is  in  today.

During  the  period  from  1750  to  1975  the  ice

retreated  a  total  of  --±.5 km.  and  almost  half  of  this

total  retreat  has  occurred  after  1930.  This  is

The glacier Bergsetbreen, whichformany years
wasaniceapron.hasnowchanged  toavalley
glacier.  (Photos:Top: S.SmithMeyer 1973.

middle:  PE.Faugli. 1985.  bottom:  P.E. Faugli.

1997)

accounted  for  by  the  fact  that  from  1930  to  1960

summer  temperatures  were  higher  than  they  have

been  for  200  years.  The  formation  of  Nigards-

brevatn  has  also  increased  the  incidence  of

"calving"  a  term  used  when  blocks  of  ice  from

the  glacier  break  off)  and  caused  more  ice  to  melt

at  the  glacier  tongue.

The  retreat  of  the  ice  also  produced  quite

different  conditions  for  the  transportation  of

glacially  eroded  material  from  Nigardsbreen.  Up

to1930.all  the  glacial  material,  with  the

exception  of  hat  was  deposited  in  the  moraines.

was  washed outinto  the  river  Jostedola  together

\Yith the  meltwater  from  the  glacier .

.\Ieasurements  taken  over  a  long  period  of  years

hy  the  Norwegian  Water  Resources  and  Energy

Administration (NE) have  shown  that  on  average

11000  metric  tons  of  material  are  deposited

annually  on  a  delta  at  the  inflow  to  the  lake.

whereas 10500  metric  tons  of  suspended  material

flows  into  the  lake  itself.  Onh·  22°uof  this
material  is  transported  hy  the  glacial  river  down

to Jostedola.  The  remainder  is  deposited  in  the

lake.  This  means  that  only  2360  metric  tons

(approx. 11°iJ)of  a  total  annual  production  of

glacial  material  is  transported  out  of  the  area.  If

the  glacial  tongue  stays  in  its  present  position  the

whole  lake  \\·ill gradually  become  silted  up.  The

consequence  of  this  will  be  the  formation  of  a

sandur  like  the  one  at  Fabergstolsgrandane.

hat  is  most  interesting  about  the  vegetation  at

the  foot  of  the  Nigardsbreen  is  not  the  species  in

themselves.  but  the  conditions  under  which  they

are  growing.  A study  of  the  plant  life  in  such  an

area  can  prcAide  us  \\·ith  better  kncm·ledge  about

\Yhat  conditions  were  like  for  the  plants  during

their  invasion  after  the  last  Ice  Age.  A few  hardy

plant  communities  cling  on  in  the  cracks  in  the

polished  rocks  closest  to  the  glacier  tongue.  Here

we  find  such  mountain  plants  as  mountain  sorrel.

alpine  hairgrass  and  small  birch  trees.  The

moraines  at  the  end  of  the  lake  and  further  down
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the  Yalley  are  covered  by  trees.  mainly  birch  but.

also  larger  areas  covered  by  grey  alder

particularly  along  the  banks  of  the  river.  On  the

flat  gravel  areas  in  the  lower  parts  of  the  valley

there  is  quite  a  lot  of  young  pine  forest  in

addition.

Someparts  of  the  moraine  landscape  have  only

been  free  of  ice  for  less  than100ears.  ThelaYer. .

of  soil  that  is  available  for  the  plants  is  thus

hardly  c.leYelopec.1. Ifwe compare  these  conditions

with  those  outside  the  extent  of  the  "Little Ice

Age"  then  the  contrast  is  most  striking.  and

particularly  with  regard  to  the  vegetation.  Under

these  conditions  a  lack  of  organic  content  in  the

soil  becomes  problematic  for  the  plants  since  it  is

of  utmost  importance  for  their  uptake  of  nutrients.

The  forest  has  become  better  developed.  The

trees  are  taller  and  the  vegetation  is  denser:  this

can  be  attributed  to  the  local  climatic  effect  that

the  glacier  has  retreated  considerably.  Several

pioneer  plant  communities  of  moss  \\·hich  ,,·ere

located  near  the  glacier  tongue  are  much  less

evidenttoday.This  particular  zone  is

characterized  h,·  hare  rock  or  \Yater  toe.Ia,·. The. .
whole  moraine  landscape  has  become  a  lot  drier.

and  there  are  a  lot  fewer  species  which  need

plenty  of  moisture.  The  formation  of

Nigardsbrevatn  has  also  stabilized  the  discharge

from  the  glacier.  The  ri,·er  has.  in  addition.  cut

down  deeper  intoamore  permanent  river  bed

channel.  and  in  this  way  the  area  has  become

hetter  drained.  There  is  much  more  forest

absorbing  the  water  from  the  ground  today.

whereas  60  years  ago  there  were  hardly  any  pine

trees  inside  the  1750  moraine.

During  the  period  1930-  1975  Nigardsbreen

retreated  2.3  km.  while  in  the  subsequent  period.

including  1988.  the  retreat  was  only50m.  The
glacial  snout  is  now  advancing  and  it  has  gone

forward  21+  m  during  the  period  1989  -  1997.  It

takes  l\igardshreen  a  relatively  long  time  to

respond  to  changes  in  the  climate:  namely  20  to

30years.  Movements  in  the  glacier  tongue  which
will  be  observed  over  the  next  few  years  are  the

result  of  climatic  conditions  in  the  1970s.  The

large  amounts  of  snow  which  fell  at  the  end  of

the  1980sill be  most  evident  at  the  glacier

tongue  after  the  year  2010.

KRUNDALEN  AND  BERGSETBREEN

Krundalen  is  a  typical  cirque  valley  which  ends  in

its  innermost  reaches  in  a  steep-sided  wall  with

the  impressive  and  almost  vertical  Bergsetbreen

lying  above.

Krundalen  is  a  particularly  good  example  of  a

glacially  eroded  cirque  which  in  addition  is  a

hanging  valley  itself  in  relation  to  the  Jostedal

valley  at  Gjerde.  It  also  possesses  very  varied  and

interesting  moraine  and  glacial  river

characteristics,  together  with  the  impressive

glacier  arms  coming  down  from  Bergsethreen.

Tuftebreen  and  Baklibreen.

The  two  tributary  ,·alleys  to  the  south.

Tverradalen  and  Roykjedalen.  are  also  cirque

valleys.  Tverradalen  ends  in  a  steep  wall  at  the

inner  part  of  the  cirque  glacier  called

Tverradalsbreen.  In  front  of  the  glacier  tongue

there  isasmall  lake.  The  bottom  of  the  valley

floor  is  quite  flat  at  this  point  and  all  the  way

downtothe  mouth  of  the  valley  into  Krundalen.

but  with  steep  ,·alley  sides.  At  the  mouth  of

Tverradalen  there  is  a  lot  of  moraine  material

\Yhich  the  river  has  cut  through.  It  is  also  quite

easy  to  see  the  traces  left  behind  of  the  maximum

extent  of  Tverradalsbreen  after  the  "Little Ice

Age".

At the  enc.I of  Roykjedalen  the  rocks  have  almost

been  cut  through  towards the,·alley  in  which

Tunsbergdalsbreen  lies.  In  the  inner  part  of  the

cirque  there  are  seYeral  lakes  which  look  just  like

a  string  of  pearls.  The  lower  parts  of  the  valley

floor  contain  huge  amountsofmoraine  material.

Roy kjedola  has  cut  through  these  moraines  and

they  are  now  left  as  deep  cuttings  down  to  the

river  itself.

During  the  summer  of  1989  we  were  reminded

how  dangerous  it  istomove  around  in  the

proximity  of  the  glacier  tongue!  The  foremost

tongue  of  the  Baklibreen  had  increased  and

advanced  to  such  an  extent  that  it broke  over  the

edge  of  the  valley  and  blocks  of  ice  came

tumbling  down  into  Krundalen  and  several

people  were  killed.
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DAMS AND  RESERVOIRS
IN THE MOUNTAINS

W
hen  establishi-ng  the  large  reservoirs  in
the  mountains  3.8  km? of  land  were

flooded.  The  construction  road  from

Fabergstolen  to  Stygge,·atn  has  given  many  more

people  the  chance  to  experience  this  fascinating

glacial  landscape  and  the  marked  contrasts  which

western  Norway  is so  rich  in.

In  the  upper  part  of  Sprongdalen  in  towards

Styggevatn.  the  landscape  suddenly  changes  from

a  hemmed-in  valley  with  steep  sides  to  wide

open  terrain  with  rounded  tops  and  gradual

slopes.

A tongue  of Jostedalsbreen.  Austdalsbreen.  calved
in  Austdalsvatn  even  before  the  lake  level  was

raised  and  incorporated  into  the  Styggevatn

reservoir.  It has  probably  been  just  like  this  for

over  400  years  since  the  "Little Ice  Age".

ICEBERGS

The  large  icebergs  which  drift  majestically  ewer
the  water  are  a  beautiful  sight.However, the

icebergs  have  given  planners  and  the  dam

security  authorities  many  headaches.  They  were

afraid  that  the  building  up  of  glacial  ice  in  front  of

the  flood  race  would  produce  uncontrolled

floods.  One  was  also  afraid  that  the  ice  masses

could  also  represent  a  danger  for  the  dam

construction  itself,  when  they  sailed  into  the  dam.

Moreover  that  the  calving  of  the  glacier  could

create  a  tidal  wave.  Glaciological  studies  were

carried  out  and  the  latest  engineering  calculations

have  allayed  these  fears  and  worries.

HARSH  CONDITIONS

At such  high  altitudes  the  summers  are  short  and

cool.  The  meagre  conditions  are  not  only  related

to  the  climate  and  the  nearby  glacier.  The  cover

of  moraine  material  is thin  and  patchy.  This  gives

a  barren  soil  and  a  poor  base  for  plant  and

animal  life.  The  landscape  is characterized  by

large  blocks.  soil  movement.  frost  hen-ing  and

bare  rock.  The  gravel  and  sand  that  was  left  by

the  inland  ice  comprises  all  the  fine  material  that

is to  be  found.  On  the  western  side  of

Austdalsvatn,  where  the  glacier  moved  forwards

during  the  "Little Ice  Age".  moraines  have  been

deposited.

The  three  mountain  lakes  have  incredibly  harsh

conditions.  The  ice  cover  rarely  melts  before  the

latter  part  of July  and  water  temperatures  abcn-e

8.5°C  ha,·e  not  been  measured.  In  addition

Austdalsvatn  and  Styggevatn  are  rich  in

suspended  sediment.  a  natural  condition  in  lakes

receiving  almost  all  their  inflo\\·s  from  glacial

meltwater.  Surprisingly  Kupvatn  is not  rich  in

sediment.  In  its  southern  end  it has  a  clear  blue

colour  because  Sygneskardbreen,  which  calves  in

the  north-\\·estern  end  of  the  lake.  does  not

produce  large  quantities  of  glacial  silt.

The  freshwater  fauna  in  these  three  lakes  is

extremely  poor.  In  Styggevatn  two  species  of

crustaceans  and  three  species  of  rotifer  have  been

recorded  in  the  zooplankton,  all  of  "'·hich  are

common  in  nutrient  poor  lakes.  In  relation  to  its

Top: The  neckofland  betzceen  the  lakes
Austdalsvatn  (in  the foreground)  and  S(vggemtJZ .

The  moraines  are  cisible  in  the  centre.  The lakes

are  now  converted  into  the  huge  reservoir

Styggevatn.  andmanyof  the  moraines  are
flooded.  (Photo:  X  Rye)

Bottom  left: Thedamsite  at  Stggevatn.
(Photo:F.Lq/tesnes.  1993)

Bottom  right: Styggevatn.

(Photo:F.Loftesnes.  1993)
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Austdalsbreen.  (Photo:  F. Loftesnes,  1988)

size.  Styggevatn  is the  locality  in  Norway  with  the

least  zooplankton.  The  high  content  of  glacial  silt

is the  main  reason  for  this.  hampering  food

uptake  in  many  species.  In  addition

phytoplankton  production  is  limited  by  the  low

transmission  of  light  by  the  sediment  rich  waters.

The  bird  life  is also  extremely  poor  around

Styggevatn  and  Austdalsvatn.  No  water  birds  have

been  recorded.  This  is due  to  the  short  ice  free

period.  short  breeding  season  and  the  poor  food

supply,  together  with  the  lack  of  cover.

Eight  bird  species  have  been  recorded.  The

measured  density  of  11-30  pairs  per  km2 is among

the  lowest  found  in  Norway.  This  can  be

compared  with  the  poorest  alpine  areas  near  the

Hardangerjokulen  (jokul=glacier)  at  Finse.  The

community  is dominated  by  three  passerines.

meadow  pipit.  wheatear  and  snow  bunting.  along

with  ptarmigan  and  the  wader,  purple  sandpiper.

which  is  more  associated  with  land  than  water.  In

the  vicinity  of  the  glaciers  snow  buntings  and

ptarmigan  are  to  be  found  and  in  certain  areas  the

density  of  these  two  species  can  in  fact  be  quite

high.

The  plant  cover  is often  poorly  developed  and  in

many  places  it is lacking.  Where  vegetation

occurs  it is  composed  mainly  of  heather  heaths

with  mountain  crowberry,  black  bearberry  and
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three-leaved  rush.  In  the  drier  parts.  such  as  along

the  ridges  and  other  exposed  areas  lichens  are

common.  especially  reindeer  mosses.  In

depressions  in  the  terrain,  where  the  snow  is  late

in  disappearing.  snow-bed  vegetation  is prevalent.

On  slopes  there  are  often  clear  vegetation  zones.

with  the  lowermost  areas  occupied  by  least
willow.  Norway's  smallest  "tree".  "'·hich  is no

more  than  a  couple  of  centimetres  high.  Above

least  willow  there  is a  zone  with  grasses.  mostly

mat  grass  and  wavy  hair-grass.  In  the  central  and

upper  parts  of  such  slopes  heather  takes  over

together  with  bilberries  and  above  that  mountain

crwberry.  At the  top  of  the  exposed  ridges

lichens  and  low  plant  forms  such  as  black

bearberry  take  over.  Black  bearberries  are  very

colourful  in  the  autumn  with  their  orange-red

leaves.

Lodalskåpa.  (Photo:  F. Loftesnes.  1988)

EXOTIC  VEGETATION

On  the  northern  side  of  Stygge\·atn. 1km  east  of

the  original  neck  of  land  between  Austdalsvatn

and  Styggevatn.  there  was  an  exotic  area  of

vegetation,  a  "field" of  high  herbs  and  ferns.  The

major  herb  species  were  blue  smv-thistle.  \vhite

buttercup,  willow  herb,  reel campion.  melancholy

thistle.  stone  bramble  and  common  wintergreen.

Among  the  ferns  were  large  plants  of  alpine  lady

fern.  oak  fern  and  holly  fern.  It was  very

surprisingtofind  such  a  rich  plant  community  in

such  harsh  surroundings.  Ho\\·ever.  the  area  faced
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south  and  was  sheltered  between  high  cliffs.  This

has  created  a  very  favourable  microclimate.  The

soil  has  also  become  more  nutrient  rich  as  this

\\·as  a  rock  shelter  used  regularly  by  hunters  from

about  5500  B.C.  until  the  first  centuries  A.D.

Excavations  of  the  shelter  showed  over  1 m  of

organic  humus.  Both  the  herb  "field" and  the

shelter  are  now  under  water.

REINDEER  MIGRATION

HAS  BEEN  DISTURBED

The  reindeer  migration  route  along  the  western

side  of  Austdalsvatn  and  Styggevatn  as  well  as

over  the  isthmus  between  the  two  lakes  has  been

stopped  by  the  creation  of  the  reservoir.  The

passage  along  the  eastern  side  has  also  been

flooded.  but  the  reindeer  will  undoubtedly  find

other  routes.  The  construction  of  the  road  and  the

construction  work  may  be  the  reason  why  the

reindeer  have  moved  northwards  in  the  area.

MORAINE  RIDGES  FROM

THE  "LITTLE ICE AGE"

There  are  distinct  moraine  ridges  along  the

western  side  of  Austdalsvatn.  They  were

deposited  by  Austdalsbreen  during  the  "Little Ice

Age".  Today  the  glacier  tongue  lies  on  the

northern  side  of  Austdalsnuten  and  reaches  down
to  the  lake.  Further  northwards  it is  limited  by  the

river  from  Kupvatn.

During  the  "Little Ice  Age"  the  glacier  was  larger.

covering  Austdalsnuten  and  forming  a  plateau

glacier  southwards  towards  Vivakulen.  The  glacial

front  was  out  in  Austdalsvatn  and  just  reached  the

northwestern  end  of  Styggevatn.  although  the

neck  of  land  between  the  two  lakes  was  ice  free.

The  terminal  moraine  from  that  period  shows  this

in  an  especially  clear  and  instructive  manner

where  it slings  its  way  along  the  western  edge  of

Austdalsvatn  like  a  giant  snake.  The  moraine  can

also  be  detected  belo\\·  the  ,vater  surface  in  the

upper  sediment  layers.

moraine  and  the  glacier's  present  position.  The

ridges  demonstrate  how  the  glacier  retreated

relatively  rapidly  up  towards  Vivakulen  in  the

south.  In  the  north  the  retreat  to  today's  position

appears  to  have  taken  longer  time.  The  glacial

area  here  was  then  25% greater  than  at  present.  In

this  way  the  moraine  landscape  provides  an

outdoor  textbook  of  the  "Little Ice  Age"  around
Austdalsvatn.

There  is a  marked  difference  between  the  soil  and

vegetation  within  and  outside  the  terminal

moraine.  On  the  outside  there  is only  a  thin  cover

of  moraine  material  and  vegetation  is sparse.

\\·bile  on  the  inside  much  more  material  has  been

deposited.  also  between  the  moraines.  The  plant

life  is also  much  richer.  In  the  km-lands  the

vegetation  within  the  moraine  ridge  from  the

"Little Ice  Age"  is characteristically  less  developed

than  outside.  However.  in  the  higher  mountains

the  opposite  is true.  There  the  plants  have  better

growing  conditions  than  the  rest  of  the  area  due

to  among  other  things  the  fact  that  less  of  the

nutrients  have  been  washed  out.

Aspecialized  pioneer  community  grows  between

the  moraine  ridges  and  the  glacier.  Mountain

sorrel  is an  important  species.  although  several

grass  species.  such  as  alpine  hair-grass.  spiked

trisetum,  small  specimens  of  woolly  willow  and

gland-bearing  willow.  together  with  a  number  of

mosses.  are  part  of  the  community.  The
conditions  under  which  they  grow.  with  continual

irrigation  by  glacial  meltwater  is quite  unusual.

Most  of  the  material  eroded  by  the  glaciers  which

is carried  out  into  Styggevatn  and  Austdalsvatn

has  been  deposited  on  the  lake  bottoms.  Deep

sediments  were  therefore  expected.  Hcm·ever.

studies  showed  that  the  sediments  deposited  after

the  last  Ice  Age  were  only  1.0-3.2  m  thick.

However.  with  the  help  of  glacier  radar  several

deep  depressions  have  been  shown  underneath

Austdalsbreen.  These  are  now  filled  by  sediments

and  probably  much  of  the  glacial  material  from

Austdalsbreen  has  been  deposited  there.

As the  ice  retreated  moraines  were  deposited

each  time  the  retreat  stopped  and  a  total  of  six

such  ridges  can  be  observed  between  the  terminal
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SPRONGDALEN
- SPECIAL AND  PARTICULARLY AT RISK

A
construction.  road  for  hydropower
development  was  built  in  the  valley  and

the  discharge  in  Sprongdola  has  been

significantly  reduced.  The  valley  was  also

particularly  disturbed  during  the  construction

period.

THE  LANDSCAPE  AND  MORAINES

Sprongdalen  runs  eastwards  from  Fabergstols-

grandane  (520  m  a.s.l.)  to  Styggevatn  1150 m

a.s.I.).  Despite  the  height  difference  of  more  than

600m.the  valleyfloorrises  only  gradually  from
the  lower  parts  up  towards  Viva.  The  valley  bears

clear  signs  of  glacial  erosion.  At Viva  the  valley

turns  northeast  and  continues  steeply  up  to

Styggevatn  through  a  cirque  with  considerable

avalanche  deposits.

In  the  lower  parts  of  the  valley  there  are  a

number  of  minor  ridges  and  mounds  of  moraine

material.  some  of  them  with  large  rocks  and

boulders  on  the  top.  Their  form  suggests  that  a

valley  glacier  which  shoved  little  or  no

movement  lay  here  and  melted  at  the  end  of  the

last  Ice  Age.  The  ridges  dam  up  several  fairly

large  boggy  areas.  especially  in  the  area  between

Øy  and  Vetledola.

Although  there  is relatively  little  moraine  material

in  the  valley.  there  are  a  lot  of  avalanche

deposits.  Avalanches  still  contribute  to  the
formation  of  the  landscape.  However,  avalanche

processes  were  more  active  during  the  "Little Ice

Age".  For  instance  there  is a  large  avalanche

mound  along  the  northern  side  of  the  river

someway  below  Vetledola.  This  mound  is  about

200  m  long  and  rises  20  m  above  the  river.  On

top  of  the  mound  there  are  rounded  stones  and

rocks  which  have  been  thrown  up  from  the  river

bed  by  avalanches  coming  down  from  the

southern  mountainside.  The  largest  boulder

measures  12.5m.i.e.  33  metric  tons!  Connsidering

that  this  boulder  has  been  lifted  20-25  m

vertically.  one  can  appreciate  the  enormous  forces
in  such  avalanches.

NEW  SPECIES  RECORDED

The  freshwater  fauna  is extremely  interesting  and

quite  different  from  the  areas  lower  down  the

watercourse.  Before  regulation  the  transport  of

glacial  material  in  the  river  below  Styggevatn  was

relatively  low  because  most  of  the  glacial  silt

sedimented  in  the  large  basin  further  up.  The

river  bottom  is  stable  and  thickly  covered  by

moss.  On  account  of  the  dense  vegetation  there  is

probably  a  good  supply  of  organic  material

serving  as  food  for  the  freshwater  organisms  that

live  there.  The  cover  of  moss  also  serves  to  retain

the  organic  material.  preventing  it from  being

washed  away.

Even  though  the  number  of  species  was  less  than

further  down  in Jostedalen.  the  highest  benthic

production  of  all  localities  was  recorded  here.

The  midge  fauna  at  Viva was  unique.  In  a  single

collection  in  a  small  backwater  five  chironomid

species  were  recorded,  all  of  them  newto

science.  One  was  a  representative  of  a  new  genus

which  was  given  the  name  Vivacricotopus  after

the  locality.  Another  species  in  the  same  genus

has  subsequently  been  found  in  the  north  of

Alaska.  A special  chironomid  fauna  including

several  unknown  species  has  been  found  in  other

areas  on  the  western  side  of  Jostedalsbreen.

These  discoveries  suggest  that  there  is  a  particular

midge  fauna  which  is especially  adapted  to

periglacial  conditions.  This  fauna  would  probably

have  difficulty  in  surviving  if the  glaciers

disappeared.  It is  difficult  to  explain  these  finds

unless  one  can  assume  that  similar  environments

fairly  close  to  a  glacier  and  not  far  from  Viva  have

been  in  existence  since  the  last  ice  age.  Taking

into  consideration  the  extreme  ecological
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Top: Sprangdøla  before  it flaws  into

Fabergstolsgrandane.  (Photo:S.Husebye.  1986)

Bottom:  The  valley  Sprongdalen  atViva.Sept.
1986.Newspeciesoffreshwater  insects  were
found  in  this  little  lake.  ( Photo:A.Haland)

conditions  which  many  chironomid  species  can

tolerate,  it  is  reasonable  to  believe  that  species  in

this  genus  belong  to  the  very  first  animals  to

colonize  the  land.  These  rare  chironomid  species

may  well  be  the  remains  of  an  ancient  original

fauna  which  existed  by  the  perimeter  of  the

mainland  ice  sheets  when  the  retreated  some

9000  years  ago.  This  original  fauna  which  existed

near  the  extremities  of  the  glacier  may  have  been
able  to  survive  the  warmer  periods  near  the

individual  glaciers  on  the  highest  mountains  in

the  area  when  the  mainland  ice  sheet  melted.

INTERESTING  BIRD  LIFE

The  number  of  birds  is  linked  to  the  extremely

favourable  production  conditions  for  chironomids

at  Viva.  Several  pairs  of  two  species  which  thrive

well  in  the  willow  bushes  near  the  river,  namely

the  bluethroat  and  the  reed  bunting.  have  been

recorded.  There  are  also  numerous  records  of  a

small  finch., the  twite,  in  the  valley.  This  bird  is

almost  alwavs  limited  to  a  natural  environment

consisting  of  rocky  slopes.  The  species  has  a

rather  special  distribution  pattern  in  Europe  in

that  the  populations  arevery split  up.  It breeds  in

the  northern  part  of  the  British  Isles  and  in  the

western  mountains  of  the  Fenno-Scandinavian

peninsula.  To  find  the  next  recordings  we  must

go  as  far  as  the  Caucasus  Mountains  and  northern

Iran.  Along  the  river  the  usual  species  are  to  be

found  in  healthy  numbers.  such  as  the  clipper.  the

common  sandpiper  and  the  grey  wagtail.  The

wheatear  is  also  quite  common  in  the  more  rocky

areas.

THE  TREE-LINE  AND

ALTITUDINAL  LIMITS  FOR  OTHER  PLANTS

The  vegetation  in  the  lower  part  of  Sprongdalen

consists  of  sub-alpine  birch  forest.  and  in  the

upper  parts  of  low-alpine  meadows.  In  the  forest

areas  there  is  considerable  local  variation.  On  the

south  facing  slopes  called  Breidlii  between y
and  Vetledola  the  climatic  tree-line  is  at  930  m

a.s.I..  whereas  on  the  north  facing  Styggesida  on

the  other  side  of  the  river  the  tree-line  is  at780m

t.s.l.  The  forest  mainly  grows  as  tongues  up  the

scree  slopes  in  this  area.

At  Breidlii  there  is  a  large.  stony  scree  which

forces  the  tree-line  down  to  a  lower  limit.  This

scree  also  acts  as  a  heat  trap.  Se\'eral  km·land

species  which  would  normally  require  warmer

conditions  than  they  would  experience  elsewhere

in  Sprongdalen  are  able  to  grem·  here  and  as  a

result  it makes  the  forest  more  luxuriant  and  more

varied  than  in  the  remainder  of  the  valley.

In  the  lower  part  of  the  ,·alley.  just  abovey.the

forest  is  characterized  by  young  birch  trees

growing  very  close  together  and  where  some  of

them  are  in  the  process  of  invading  the  marshy

areas.  This  was  previously  an  open  grazing

landscape.  hut  the  natural  \'egetation  isnow

growing  back  again  since  summer  farming  was

discontinued  in  the  middle  of  the  1960s.  The

cultural  landscape  in  the  forest  between y and

\'etlec.lola  is  now  increasing  in  terms  of  variation

and  species  diversity.

In  the  valley  bottom  the  forest  ends  just  below

Viva  at  about 800m  a.s.I.  The  fact  that  the  forest

does  not  extend  as  high  here  as  on  the  adjacent

valley  sides  can  he  explained  hy  cold  air  streams

from  the  higher  areas  where  there  is  a  lot  of  snow

being  funnelled  down  the  \·alley.  On  the  tree-line

itself  the  trees  become  more  and  more  stunted  in

a  wide  belt  and  they  grem·  looking  more  like

twisted  bushes.  The  term  applied  to  this  type  of

growth  is called  "krummholz".  It  occurs  in  places

where  the  summer  temperatures  are  distinctly

higher  near  the  ground  than  those  measured  in

the  air  a  couple  of  metres  above  the  ground.

In  the  \'i\·a  area  \\·illmY thickets  are  an  important

type  of  Yegetation.  both  along  the  river  and  in

other  places  where  there  is  plenty  of  moisture.

There  is  a  rich  flora  of  high  mountain  hardy

perennials  here.  among  which  we  can  find  a  form

of  garden  angelica.  This  species  has  only  been

found  in  \'en·  limited  numbers  elsewhere  in

Jostedalen.
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THE MOUNTAIN
VALLEYS IN THE EAST

I
t  is particularly  on  the  east  side  of Jostedalen

that  the  tributary  valleys  form  hanging  valleys.
The  rivers  flow  over  picturesque  waterfalls

down  into  the  main  river.  Most  of  these  waterfalls

now  have  much  less  water  flow  because  of

hydropower  production  at  the  Jostedalen  power

plant.

The  longest  valley  on  the  eastern  side  of

Jostedalen  is Vigdalen,  which  is  12 km  long.  It  is

also  different  from  the  other  valleys.  From

Varstolen  the  valley  is quite  flat  up  river  and  it is

even  meandering  in  parts.  The  valley  bottom  is

covered  by  unconnected  moraines.  In  the  upper

part  of  the  valley  the  ,·egetation  is mainly  low-

alpine  heath,  willow  thickets  and  marshy  grassy

areas  which  have  been  influenced  by  grazing.  In

the  lower  parts  of  the  valley  there  are  large

marshy  areas.  Both  pine  and  birch  forest  is to  be

found  on  the  gentle  slopes  of  the  valley  sides.  It

is obvious  that  the  tree-line  in  Vigdalen  is  higher

than  in  the  other  valleys  in Jostedalen.  The  further

up  the  valley  one  comes.  the  lower  the  tree-line.

This  is most  likely  explained  by  the  distance  to

the  glacier.

The  flora  and  the  vegetation  in  Vigdalen  are  both

richer  and  more  varied  than  in  the  other  side

valleys.  More  than  half  of  the  total  number  of

species  recorded  in  the  whole  of Jostedalen  live

here.  The  rocks  contain  calcium  and  this  creates  a

more  nutrient  rich  soil  along  the  eastern  side  of

the  valley.  This  long  and  varied  valley  provides

possibilities  for  the  development  of  many

different  plant  communities.  Both  the  effects  of

grazing  and  summer  farm  activities  have  also

increased  the  diversity  in  plant  life.

At Storhaug.  to  the  south  of  Vigdalsstolen.  several

distinct  moraines  can  be  seen.  They  were

deposited  towards  the  end  of  the  last  Ice  Age  by

a  secondary  arm  of  the  main  glacier  in Jostedalen.

Originally  the  ice  flcm·ed  dcm·n  Vigdalen  and

branched  out  at  Storhaug.  One  glacier  arm  flowed
down  towards  Jostedalen,  whereas  another

flowed  towards  Dalsdalen  in  Luster.  At a

particular  point  during  the  melting  of  the  ice  the

connection  with  the  ice  flowing  down  Vigdalen

must  have  been  cut  off.  The  side  arm  from  the

main  glacier  in Jostedalen  advanced.  and  the

moraine  ridges  at  Storhaug  were  deposited.  This

probably  happened  at  the  same  time  as  the

formation  of  the  oldest  terraces  at  Gaupne.  At the

mouth  of  several  of  the  valleys  on  the  eastern

side  lateral  moraines  were  deposited  during  this

period  by  the  side  arm  of  the  glacier  \\-hich

penetrated  the  tributary  valleys  from  the  main

valley  glacier  in Jostedalen.  This  illustrates  once

again  how  suitable  Jostedalen  is when

reconstructing  the  history  of  the  Ice  Age.

The  area  around  Vårstolen  and  further  in  is

somewhat  of  an  ornithological  delight.  Excellent

bird  localities  are  created  by  the  occurrence  of

grey  alder  and  willow  thickets  together  with  the

meandering  river  and  its grassy  marshes  and  small

pools.  There  is a  high  density  of  song  birds.

among  others  the  reed  bunting  can  be  mentioned.

The  merlin  has  also  been  observed.  This  is

perhaps  not  unexpected  since  this  bird  is a

specialist  in  hunting  small  birds.

One  of  the  outflows  from  Sporteggbreen  drains

into  Vanndalsvatn  in  Vanndalen.  Large  quantities

of  glacially  eroded  material  are  carried  out  with

the  meltwater  and  sedimented  in  the  lake.  Here

these  form  into  "varves".  in  other  words  annual

deposits  of  inorganic  material  in  layers  of  differing

particle  size.  A study  of  these  varves  makes  it

possible  to  show  during  which  time  periods

Sporteggbreen  has  been  in  existence.  The  glacier

is situated  at  such  a  low  altitude  that  it  is at  the

limit  of  being  climatically  inactive.

The  oldest  varves  of  glacially  eroded  material

were  deposited  in  the  lake  about  500  years  ago.
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Sporteggbreen  was  then  actiYe after  having

disappeared  during  the  melting  of  the  ice  after  the

last  Ice  Age.  This  fits  in  well  with  what  one  had

previously  considered  was  the  beginning  of  the

"Little Ice  Age".  Since  the  last  Ice  Age  there  had

not  been  glacial  periods  in  this  area  with  such  an

unfavourable  climate.

Thewaterfall ofGeisdal and  the  mouth ofthe
hanging  valley.  (Photo:  PE.Faugli)
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL
EFFECTS

I
t  is not  possible  to  harness  the  energy  in  a

watercourse  without  causing  considerable
impact  on  the  natural  landscape.  Old  rater

mills  are  considered  to  be  quite  picturesque  and

today  they  would  be  deemed  worthy  of

conservation  as  part  of  our  cultural  heritage.

However,  the  industrial  exploitation  of

watercourses  for  the  production  of  electrical

energy  necessitates  constructions  of  a  completely

different  dimension.  Even  before  the  turn  of  the

last  century  this  led  to  the  initiation  of  discussions

concerning  the  conservation  of  the  natural

landscape.

In  the  beginning  it was  particularly  the  lack  of

water  in  the  large  waterfalls  that  people  reacted

against  whentheconsequences  of  hydropower

development  were  discussed.  At a  later  stage

there  were  reactions  against  the  drawdown  zone

of  reservoirs  where  water  had  been  tapped.  the

ugly  looking  pipe-lines.  tips  that  had  not  been

well  located  in  relation  to  the  terrain  and  the

construction  of  numerous  roads  and  dams  which

completely  dominated  the  landscape.

Technological  development  has  meant  that

encroachments  are  clearly  much  less  damaging
than  they  were  before,  although  they  have

become  more  extensive.  The  development  of  the

Jostedola  watercourse  provided  an  excellent

opportunity  to  study  several  of  the  methods  used

to  achieve  this.  The  amount  of  road  construction

has  been  reduced  by  using  more  tunnelling

combined  with  a  conscious  effort  to  utilize

helicopter  transport.  It was  necessary  to  build  a

large  road  network  up  to  Vanndalen  and

Fagredalen.  in  addition  to  the  road  from  Faberg  to

Styggevatn  . Most  of  these  roads  have  been  sited

in  the  terrain  such  that  the  most  valuable  scientific

areas  have  been  preserved  in  accordance  with  the

regulations  passedbyparliament.

Active  processes  are  most  susceptible  to  alteration
in  technical  exploitation.  Glacial  watercourses.

like Jostedola,  are  particularly  at  risk  because

both  the  intensity  and  the  development  of  the

fluvial  processes  become  disturbed.  These  forms

and  processes  connected  to  running  water  are

very  closely  linked  to  the  drainage  regime.  the

gradient,  the  intensity  and  particle  composition  of

the  transport  of  material  together  with  the

material  at  the  bottom  and  sides  of  the  river

channel.

The  natural  landscape  is changed  and  typical

characteristics  can  disappear  when  the

encroachment  is significant.  On  the  other  hand

one  could  say  that  the  cultural  landscape  gains  a

new  dimension.

The  moraines  and  other  material  laid  down  by  the

glaciers  are  also  in  danger.  Remen-al of  sand  and

gravel  deposits  has  destroyed  many  of  the  fine

deposits.  although  their  excavation  has  increased

our  knowledge  of  their  origin.  However,  it  is

important  that  valuable  formations  are  protected.

After  the  construction  period  and  the  initial

regulation  the  system  will  gradually  stabilize.  The

animal  and  plant  life will  adapt  to  the  changed

environment  created  by  the  regulation.  The

original  collection  of  plant  and  animal

communities  has  usually  been  changed  and
diversity  can  have  been  reduced. New species

may  also  have  invaded.  Other  species  may  have

become  more  common,  while  others  may  be  rarer

or  may  even  have  completely  disappeared  from

certain  areas.

The  consequences  will  be  different  for  the  various

environmental  sciences.  Briefly  it can  be  stated

that:

-  encroachments  can  lead  to  the  loss  of

interesting  and  valuable  localities  and  sites
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-  the  natural  processes  are  disturbed

-  new  knowledge  for  research  and  teaching  can

be  obtained

-  increased  income  in  the  affected  local

authorities  changes  environmental  management

RESERVOIRS

When  reservoirs  are  established  certain  areas  will

often  be  flooded.  It  is often  difficult  to  predict

how  such  a  flooding  will  affect  a  particular  plant

or  animal  population.  The  shore  zone  is the  most

important.  Such  areas  are  not  only  of  local

significance.  They  may  determine  survival  of

animals  which  otherwise  occupy  neighbouring

areas  during  difficult  periods  such  as  during

winter.

As well  as  reducing  the  area  of  dry  land.

reservoirs  may  be  an  obstacle  to  animal

migrations,  such  as  those  undertaken  by  wild

reindeer.

The  shallow  areas  of  lakes  are  usually  the  most

productive,  but  in  reservoirs  those  are  the  areas

which  are  exposed  and  the  fine  material  is eroded

by  changes  in  water  level  the  production  of

plants.  benthos  and  fish  will  be  affected.

The  regulation  zone  is unstable.  Few  plants  and

animals  are  able  to  adapt  to  such  an  environment.

As the  regulation  zone  becomes  "washed  out"

production  will  decline.  This  means  that

regulation  especially  affects  animals  and  plants

adapted  to  the  shore  zone  and  animals  that  live

off  such  organisms.

When  a  land  area  is flooded  there  will  be  a  short-

term  effect.  This  usually  gives  an  increase  in  fish

production,  often  larger  and  in  better  shape  than

previously,  on  account  of  increased  nutrient

supply  from  the  flooded  areas.  However,  in  the

long-term.  when  the  fine  material  has  been

eroded  down  to  deeper  waters,  production  will

stabilize  at  a  lower  level  than  before  regulation.

In  some  reservoirs  the  initial  flooding  effect  lasts

for  5-10  years.  Depending  on  geological

conditions.  the  initial  raising  of  the  lake  level  can

lead  to  caving  in  and  eroding  of  fine  deposits.

All the  vegetation  which  is flooded  dies.

Depending  on  the  regulation  regime.  the

regulation  zonemay be  newly  colonized.

However,  the  environment  is very  unstable  and

the  species  frequently  change.  In  general.  it will

be  a  poorer  environment  than  the  more  stable.

natural  shore  zones.

All this  leads  to  considerable  variation  in  plant

and  animal  communities  during  the  first  few

years.  Some  species  may  disappear.  will  others

will  vary  greatly  in  number  and  distribution.

REGULATED  RIVERS

The  water  flow  is reduced  below  reservoirs  and

stream  intakes.  The  effect  will  vary  with  the

degree  of  change.Ifthe  production  area  for
plants  and  animals  is  reduced  this  will  normally

lead  to  a  reduction  in  the  fish  population.  A shift

over  to  brown  trout  at  the  expense  of Atlantic

salmon  often  takes  place  when  these  two  species

are  present.

Water  temperature  is  of  paramount  importance  for

the  speed  of  egg  development  in  fish.  Lower

temperatures  which  cause  lower  growth  rates  in

sea  trout  and  salmon  will  mean  that  a  number  of

juveniles  have  to  spend  an  extra  year  in  the  river

before  they  smoltify  and  migrate  out  to  sea.  This

can  reduce  smolt  production.  However,  the

unregulated  Jostedola  had  even  lower

temperatures,  so  regulation  may  be  positive  for

smolt  production.  Discharge  and  river

temperature  are  also  important  parameters

determining  the  timing  of  the  salmon  and  sea

trout  run.

A more  even  discharge  usually  increases  the
amount  of  rooted  plants.  The  competitive

relationships  between  members  of  the  plant

community  may  be  changed  leading  to  the  mass

occurrence  of  certain  species.  Insomerivers  this

has  had  a  positive  effect.Achange  in  the  pattern

of  nutrient  supply  in  relation  to  discharge.

together  with  different  temperatures.  also  leads  to

a  change  in  production.  This  may  be  either

advantageous  or  disadvantageous.  These  changes

may  also  influence  the  pollution  status  of  the

river.
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In  regulated  rivers  the  magnitude  and  frequency
of  floods  is often  reduced.  There  can  be  less

washing  out  of  nutrients.  but  at  the  same  time  the

rivers  have  less  productive  area.  Extensive  long-

term  studies  have  shown  that  the  effects  of

reduced  discharge  are  not  unambiguous  and  far

from  negative  in  all  cases.  It has  also  been  shown

that  with  relatively  simple  measures  the

deleterious  effects  mav  be  considerabh·  reduced.. .

In  certain  documented  cases  the  conditions  for

water  birds  and  certain  fish  species  were

improved.

The  ability  of  the  river  to  transport  material  is

usually  strongly  reduced  after  regulation.  New

sedimentation  sites  arise  and  the  river  channel  has

a  totall\'  different  character.  The  material  carried

by  the  unregulated  tributaries  will  not  change.  but

when  water  flow  is reduced  in  the  main  river  the

material ill build  up  there.Ifthere  is then  a
major  flood  in  the  main  river,  new  areas  will  be

susceptible  to  flooding  as  the  river  channel  has

been  elevated.  The  ri\·er  channel  also  often

becomes  congested  by  vegetation  which

encroaches  from  the  sides.  This  intensifies  the

sedimentation  and  the  system  comes  out  of

balance.

ROADS

The  building  of  construction  roads  affects  large

areas.  It is  unfortunate  when  they  go  through

areas  of  special  geological  interest.  vulnerable

plant  communities  or  important  areas  for

breeding  and  rearing  young.  The  disturbance  in

Vigdalenduring tbe  construction  period.
(Photo:I.Segrov)

connection  with  the  traffic  and  the  secondary

activities  associated  \Yith the  road  create  conflicts.

At the  same  time  one  knows  that  a  number  of

mammals  and  birds  use  the  road  and  roadside

areas  formovement and  for  hunting  and  grazing.

Construction  roads  both  hinder  and  favourize

animals'  use  of  the  area  in  relation  to  that  which

is  natural.  Roads  increase  access  to  out  of  the  way

places,  which  are  often  sites  for  rare  and

threatened  birds  of  prey.

In Jostedalen.  the  roads  have  resulted  in  new

mountain  areas  being  more  accessible.  It  isnem·

possibletosave  a  day's  march  in  the

Styggevatn  Austdalsbreen  area  by  using  the

construction  road.  On  the  other  hand,  new  roads

diminish  the  wilderness  areas.

SURPLUS  ROCKS

In  general  efforts  are  made  to  use  the  surplus

stone  from  blasting  operations  in  other

construction  sites.  such  as  industrial  estates.  sports

centres  and  housing  estates.  Surplus  stone  has

also  been  used  in  many  cases  to  level  out

agricultural  land.

The  siting  of  rock  tips  can  be  a  problem.  In  many

cases  sensible  solutions  have  been  found.  but  in

some  cases  they  have  been  located  to  avoid

destroying  important  scientific  sites.
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WATERCOURSE
MANAGEMENT IN NORWAY

The  ma1-1agement of  Nonvay·s  ,vatercourses
is  a  highly  complex  task.  Both  management

and  decision-making  fall \\·ithin  the  domain

of  the  authorities.  The  following  elements  are

important  to  watercourse  management  in  Norway:

- legislation

- the  management  system

- power  production
- protection  plans

- research  and  development

Norway  has  a  long  tradition  of  exploiting  its

watercourses  as  power  sources.  In  days  past.

mills,  sawmills.  forges  and  pulp  mills  were  all  run

directly  by  waterpower.  The  availability  of  power

sources  determined  the  location  of  such

enterprices,  as  well  as  that  of  settlements,

businesses  and  related  activities.  Towards  the  encl

of  the  last  century  when  electricity  was  first  used

in  homes  and  industry.  watercourses  once  again

became  important  as  power  sources.  although  this

time  as  a  source  of  electrical  power.

In  Norway  the  development  of  major  hydropower

plants  really  began  to  make  headway  after  World

War I.parallel  with  the  construction  and
development  of  other  industrial  enterprises.  The

pace  of  hydropower  development  continued  to

pick  up  through  the  1950s  and  1960s.  Pcm·er-

intensive  industry  made  it  possible  to  establish

towns  and  villages  in  areas  of  the  country  where

hydropower  was  the  predominant  natural

resource.  During  Norway's  post-war

reconstruction  period.  the  need  for  more  power

sometimes  overshadowed  other  use  interests.

including  the  preservation  of  nature.

In  the  early  1960s  there  was  a  change  in  the

general  attitude  towards  hydropower

development  among  politicians.  planners  and

society  at  large.  Ideas  about  protecting  and

preserving  watercourses  began  to  gain  ground.

New  information  about  problems  caused  by

encroachments.  possible  remedies,  improved

financial  allocations  and.  not  least.  the  desire  and

resolve  to  do  as  little  damage  as  possible

gradually  resulted  in  more  attention  being  paid  to

other  user  and  environmental  interests.

A number  of  acts  of  legislation  regulate  the  use

and  protection  of  Norway's  watercourses.

Different  management  bodies  are  responsible  for

the  different  laws.  The  Norwegian  Water

Resources  and  Energy  Administration (NVE)is  an

important  coordinator.  Among  other  things.  it  is

responsible  for  the  Act  relating  to  watercourse

regulation  and  most  of  the  Act  relating  to

watercourses.  NVE is also  responsible  for

managing  protected  watercourses  and  it is the

State's  executive  arm  for  flood  and  erosion

control.  In  addition.  NVE is in  charge  of

hydrology  and  hydrological  management.

All plans  mustbeapproved  by  the  licensing

authorities.  i.e.NVE, and  applications  for

developing  and  regulating  watercourses  must  be

discussed  by  the  ministry.  before  finally  being

decidedbythe  Cabinet  or  the  Storting  Norway's

national  assembly).  A resolution  approving

development  is contingent  on  a  number  of  terms

and  conditions  which  must  be  fulfilled  before  a

licence  is granted.  Afterwards,  the  authorities

follo\\·  up  the  projects  continuously  to  ensure  the

developer  complies  with  the  general  terms  and

conditions  incorporated  into  the  licence  and  the

interpretation  of  these  conditions  that  applies  at

any  given  time.  Account  shall  be  taken inter  alia

of  the  landscape.  natural  conditions.  cultural

monuments/relics,  recreational  activities  and  a

number  of  conditions  of  a  more  general  nature.

An  even  more  complex  system  of  compensatory

measures  has  been  initiated  to  reduce  damage.

Among  these  measures  are  minimum  discharge

levels,  weir  construction.  erosion  control.  fish

laders  and  fish  hatchery  activities.  special
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manoeuvring  regulations  for  resen-oirs.  the

construction  of  irrigation  systems  and  waterworks.

the  establishment  of  new  paths  and  roads  \\·hen

the  old  ones  are  lost  and  so  on.

At one  time  power  developers  were  free  to  apply

for  a  licencetobuild  a  power  plant.  However  a

project  entitled  "An Overall  Plan  for  Watercourses"

was  initiated  by  the  authorities  to  evaluate  the

projects  that  remained.  It resulted  in  a

categorization  of  those  projects.  The  idea  behind

the  plan  is that  projects  that  do  not  entail  serious

conflicts  and  which  have  good  financial  prospects

should  be  given  priority.  and  approved  at  the

pace  needed  to  cover  the  demand  for  power.  This

plan  was  passed  by  the  Storting  in  1986.  It has

later  been  adjusted  to  coincide  with

developments  in  society  in  general.

As of1.1.1998.Norway's  hydropower  potential  is

calculated  to  be  178 TWh.  The  mean  annual

production  is113TWh.  Through  the  protection

plans  35  TWh  are  protected  from  hydropower

development.  "fole  projects  with  a  total  potential
of17TWh  are  at  present  open  for  licensing

applications.

Tunsbergdalsbreen.  (Photo:  F  Lo.fies nes)
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MANAGEMENT OF THE
JOSTEDØLA WATERCOURSE

The  way  society  is using  and  protecting  the-
Jostedal  watercourse  bears  witness  to

attempts  to  take  the  differing  interests  into

consideration.

During  the  planning  stages  of  the  Jotunheimen-

Breheimen  hydropower  scheme  it was  quite

natural  for  the  State  Power  Board  to  consider  the

Jostedal  watercourse.  The  first  phase  of  the  plans

for  watercourse  conservation.  the  first

Watercourse  Protection  Plan.  took  place  almost  at
the  same  time.

It was  obvious  at  an  early  stage  that  the  Jostedal

watercourse  had  important  qualities.  From  a

professional  point  of  view  the  Jostedola  was

given  highest  protection  priority  because  of  its

scientific  value.  The  watercourse  was  not  given

protection  status  when  the  government  passed

the  first  bill  concerning  protection  in  1973,  but

one  had  managed  to  focus  attention  on  the

important  scientific  values.  This  formed  the  basis

for  future  management.

Both  Nigardsbreen  and  Fåbergstolsgrandane  are

areas  which  came  into  focus  at  an  early  stage.  In

planning  for  hydropower  production

consideration  was  taken  of  the  Nigardsbreen  area.

This  scientifically  valuable  core  area.  which  has

documented  studies  dating  from  the  1700s  up  to

the  present  day.  was  to  remain  intact.  An  attempt

was  made  to  protect  these  areas  under  the  Nature

Conservation  Law.  In  the  first  instance  this  lead  to

the  establishment  of  a  nature  reserve.

When  the  licensing  application  was  being  dealt

with  it became  apparent  from  the  first  phase  of

the  scientific  studies  that  Fabergstolsgrandane  was

a  unique  area  of  national  importance.  The

government  would  not  therefore  allow  any

intervention  in  the  "sandur"  and  they  decided  that

additional  scientific  studies  should  be  carried  out.

It as  proposed  that  Fabergstolsgrandane  be

included  in  the  plans  for  the  Jostedalsbreen

National  Park.  The  studies  that  had  been  carried

out,  together  with  the  extensive  studies

undertaken  in  1983  and  1984 by  the  State  Power

Board  in  connection  with  the  Loen  and  Stryn

watercourses,  were  an  important  contribution

towards  the  documentation  of  the  scientific  value

of  the  national  park.

The  Jostedola  is  a watercourse  where  one  has

managed  to  attain  a  solution  which  has  taken  into

consideration  the  different  users  and  their  varying

interests.  Parts  of  the  watercourse  have  been

developed  for  hydropower,  while  others  have

been  protected  from  development  by
parliamentary  decree.  Part  of  the  catchment  has

also  been  included  in  the  Jostedalsbreen  National
Park.

There  are  still  many  interests  which  are  pressing

for  increased  use  of  resources.  In  the  National

Park  agricultural  interests  have  certain  rights

concerning  the  collecting  of  firewood.  grazing.

summer  farms.  hunting  and  fishing.  Increased

outdoor  recreation  and  tourism  represent  a

challenge  with  regard  to  the  use  of  the  area.

Through  parliamentary  decree  the  Norwegian

society  has  put  limits  on  the  future  use  of  the

catchment.  We  must  now  ensure  that  the  qualities

and  values  represented  are  retained  in  the  best

possible  way  for  future  generations.

It  is still  too  early  to  draw  conclusions  concerning

the  environmental  consequences  of  the  Jostedola

hydropower  development.  Therefore,  studies  are

being  planned  to  evaluate  the  consequences

through  post-regulation  studies  after  the  scheme

has  been  in  operation  for  a  number  of  years.
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THE JOSTEDALSBREEN
NATIONAL PARK

The  Jo. st_edal. sbre1  atic?nal  Park.  \\·ith  an
area  ot  1230  m-  1s the  tourth  largest

National  Park  in  the  country.  It  was

established  in1991.The  aim  is  to  protect  a  large

and  varied  glacial  area  from  the  lowlands  to  the

mountain  tops.  along  with  its  associated  fauna.

flora  and  geological  sites  in  its  natural  state.

Furthermore.  it  aimstogive  the  public

opportunity  to  experience  and  enjoy  this  natural

area  through  outdoor  recreation.  as  well  as

protecting  heritage  sites  and  the  cultural

landscape.  The  whole  area  is  characterised  by  the

major  contrasts  within  short  distances  from  the

fjords  and  the  luxuriant  valleys  with  their  summer

farms  to  the  barren  mountains  and  glaciers.

SPREAD  OF  KNOWLEDGE

There  are  three  information  centres  around  the

Jostedalsbreen  which  focus  on  the  nature  and

culture  associated  with  the  glacier.

The Jostedalsbreen  National  Park  Centre (top)

is  located  in  the  north.  alongside  Strynevatn.  It

has  a  national  responsibility  to  spread  information

on  the  countrysnational  parks.Abotanical
garden  has  been  established.  The  centre  also

provides  information  on  watercourses,  especially

the  Watercourse  Protection  Plans.

The  Norwegian  Glacier  Museum (middle)  is

situated  in  Fjærland.  at  the  head  of

Fjerlandsfjorden.  a  northern  arm  of  the

Sognefjord.  The  main  topics  are  snow.  ice.

glaciers  and  research  in  relation  to  man  and

nature.

The  Breheim  Centre (bottom)  is  a  result  of  local

initiative,  is  situated  in Jostedal.
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Glaciers  can  be  dangerous!  All  readers  of
this  publication  should  recognise  this.
Glaciers  are  always  in  motion.  Do  not  go
near  the  glacial  snout.  If you  wish  to  go  on  a
glacier  trip,  contact  the  local  glacier  guides.
L J
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NVE

The  Norwegian  Water  Resources  and  Energy  Administration

NVE)  is  a  directorate  under  the  Ministry  of  Petroleum  and

Energy  and  is  responsible  for  administrating  the  nation's  water

and  energy  resources.

NVE's  function  is  to  ensure  a  comprehensive  and

environmentally  sound  approach  to  water  resource

management.  to  promote  an  efficient  energy  market  and  cost-

effective  energy  system.  and  to  contribute  to  efficient  energy

consumption.

NVE has  a  central  role  in  preparedness  for  floods  and  similar

natural  hazards  affecting  watercourses,  and  takes  chief

responsibility  for  maintaining  the  national  energy  supply.

NVE  is  irn·oh·ed  in  R&D  and  international  cooperation  in  its

field  and  is the  national  institution  for  hydrology.

The  University  of  Bergen
With  its  17.800  students  and  more  than  2.500  staff,  the

University  of  Bergen  (UiB),  is  a  mediumsized  European

university.  It is  an  urban  university,  with  much  of  its campus

close  to  the  city  centre  of  Bergen.  The  University  of  Bergen  is

both  a  teaching  and  research  institution  in  most  subjects.

organized  in  seven  faculties  and  some  90  departments  and

specialized  centres.

The  University  of  Bergen  also  forms  part  of  a  global  network

of  students.  researchers  and  academic  institutions.  The

University  is  a  meeting-place  and  a  gateway  to  other  sources

of  expertise.  local.  national  and  international.  Our  focus  on

international  relations  since  the  mideighties  has  profiled  the

University  of  Bergen  as  an  international  university  in  Norway.

in  line  with  the  traditions  of  the  city.

Statkraft

Statkraft  is  Norway's  largest  producer  of  electrical  power  and

the  second  largest  producer  in  the  Nordic  area.  The  enterprise

was  established  on  1. January  1992,  and  is  owned  hy  the

Government  of  Norway,  represented bythe  Ministry  of

Petroleum  and  Energy.  Statkraft's  objective  is  to  operate  power

plants,  buy  and  sell  energy.  and  engage  in  naturally  related

activities.

Statkraft  manages  some  40  percent  of  the  nation's  water

reservoir  capacity.  and  accounts  for  about30percent  of  the

production  of  electricity  from  around  50  power  plants.  In  1996,

Statkraft's  revenues  totalled  more  than  NOK  7  billion.  and  is

the  largest  land-based  taxpayer  in  Norway.

The  Statkraft  Group  has  more  than  1.000  employees.  and  owns

i.a.  the  subsidiaries  Statkraft  Anlegg  as,  Statkraft  Engineering

as.  and  Finmark  Energiverk  as.
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